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. . . 1 

Provision DEFINITIONS  

 1 

"Actively At Work", "Actively Employed" or "Active Work" shall mean being present at the 

normal place of business of the Plan Sponsor or Employers or at any such other place to 

which the Plan Sponsor or Employer requires the Employee to travel, and being able to 

perform and actually performing all the usual and customary duties of the Employee's own 

occupation on a full pay status and on a regular and continuing basis.  

 

"Allowable Expense" shall mean, with respect to Extended Health Care Benefits, any charge 

actually incurred by an Employee for Medical Care for a Covered Service, or for an 

Emergency out-of-Province Expense (as determined in the Extended Health Care Provision), 

and such charge is reasonable and customary and is not in excess of the maximum amount 

specified for such Covered Service, if any.  

 

"Approved Hospital" shall mean an institution legally constituted as a hospital which fully 

meets every one of the following conditions: 

 

- is licensed as a hospital where such licensing laws exist; 

 

- in Canada, is approved by the province in which it is situated to provide insured hospital 

services in accordance with the Government Health Insurance Plan of such province; 

 

- primarily provides acute care; 

 

- has on the premises medical, surgical and diagnostic facilities; 

 

- has on the premises, full-time permanent facilities for the care of overnight resident 

patients under the supervision of a Physician; 

 

- has Registered Nurses (R.N.) on duty 24 hours a day. 

 

The term "Approved Hospital" as used in this Plan Text does not include an institution or part 

thereof (whether or not such institution is commonly known as a hospital) which is used as a 

rest home, a nursing home, an extended care facility, a convalescent home, a place for the 

aged, or any similar institution providing primarily Custodial Care. It shall also not include 

an acute care hospital where the Employee is receiving primarily Custodial Care or is 

awaiting admission to a Custodial Care facility. 

 

"Board and Room" shall mean not only the hospital's charges for board and room but also 

charges which are made by the hospital at a daily or weekly rate for other hospital services 

and supplies and are regularly made by the hospital as a condition of occupancy for the class 

of accommodation occupied.  
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Provision  DEFINITIONS 

 1 

"Brace" shall mean an orthopedic appliance or apparatus, usually made of metal or leather, 

applied to the trunk and lower extremities, to support the weight of the body, to correct 

deformities, to prevent deformities, or to control involuntary movements, such as occur in 

spastic conditions.  

 

"Chiropractor" shall mean a member of the Canadian Chiropractic Association or an 

affiliated provincial or territorial association.  

 

"Compassionate Leave" shall mean a leave of absence allowed under the applicable Territorial 

Labour Standards Act to care for a family member (as defined in the law) who has a serious 

medical condition which has significant risk of death within the period specified by the law.  

 

"Convalescent Hospital" shall mean an institution (or a distinct part of a hospital or other 

institution) which has a transfer arrangement with one or more hospitals and which is 

regularly engaged in providing, for compensation on an inpatient basis, skilled nursing care 

during the convalescent stage of an Injury or Sickness whose charges for ward care normally 

are reimbursed by the Government Health Insurance Plan, or similar legislation and in 

particular, whose charges for ward care for the particular Covered Person involved are being 

reimbursed by the Government Health Insurance Plan. In no event, however, shall the term 

Convalescent Hospital include any institution or part thereof which is used principally as a 

rest facility, a facility for the aged, a facility for the treatment of chronic Sickness, mental 

Sickness, drug addiction or alcoholism, a facility for the care of pulmonary tuberculosis or a 

facility for Custodial Care.  

 

"Covered Dental Expenses" shall mean the reasonable charges incurred for necessary dental 

services as specified in this Plan Text and which are performed or prescribed by a Dentist or 

Denturist.  

 

 “Covered Person” shall mean an eligible Employee or any eligible Dependent of an 

Employee for whom coverage under this Plan Text, for the benefits under consideration, has 

been taken and remains in effect.   

 

"Custodial Care" shall mean care that is principally domiciliary custodial, or in the nature of 

physical maintenance, (i.e. the provision of board and room, with or without routine nursing 

care, personal hygiene training, and other forms of self care or supervisory care by a 

physician or nurse) for an Employee who is mentally or physically disabled, and who has 

reached a plateau of recovery and cannot be treated by specific medical or surgical means to 

a degree which can be reasonably expected to enable the person to live outside of an 

institution.  

 

"Dentist" shall mean a person who is legally licensed to practice dentistry by the jurisdiction 

in which they operate.                                                                                                    
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Provision  DEFINITIONS  

 1  

"Denturist" shall mean a person who is duly qualified and legally licensed to provide full 

denture service directly to a patient.  

 

 "Dependent" shall mean an eligible Spouse or eligible Child of the Employee. 

 

• “Spouse” shall mean the Employee’s Legal Spouse or Common-law Spouse or 

Former Spouse.   

 
 “Legal Spouse” shall mean the person lawfully married to the Employee 

according to the applicable Provincial legislation.  
 
 “Common-law Spouse” shall mean a person who has been residing with the 

Employee for a minimum of 12 consecutive months and has been publicly 
represented as the Employee’s Spouse.  Discontinuation of cohabitation with the 
Employee shall terminate coverage of the Common-law Spouse.  

 
 “Former Spouse” shall mean a divorced or ex-common-law spouse of the 

Employee for whom the Employee is required by Court Order to provide some 
or all of the benefits available under this Policy.  

 

• “Child or Children” shall mean an unmarried natural, adopted, or step child of the 

Employee or Spouse or any other unmarried child for whom the Employee or the 

Spouse has been appointed guardian by a court and who in addition, satisfies one or 

more of the relevant criteria set out below:  

 
 A Child under age 21 must not be working more than 30 hours a week, unless 

the child is a full-time Student.  
 
 A Child age 21 or over must either be; a full-time student under age 25, or 

permanently incapacitated for a continuous period beginning before age 21 or 
while a full-time Student and before age 25.  

 
 A Child of the insured Spouse is not an eligible Dependent unless the Child is 

also the Employee’s Child or the Spouse is living with the Employee, is insured 
under this Policy and has custody of the child.  

 
 A Child for whom the Employee or the insured Spouse has been appointed 

guardian is not an eligible Dependent unless Co-operators Life has received 
satisfactory proof of guardianship.  If the insured Spouse is the guardian, the 
insured Spouse must be residing with the Employee. 

 
 A Child is considered a full-time student if the Child is registered at a high 

school, university, trade school, college or similar educational institution and 
attending on a full-time basis.  

 
 A Child is not considered a full-time student if the Child is being paid while 

attending a training or re-training program at an educational institution, 
excluding scholarships.    
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Provision  DEFINITIONS  

 1  
 A Child is considered incapacitated if the Child is permanently incapable of 

supporting itself financially due to a Medically Diagnosed physical or 
psychiatric disorder.  

 
"Employee" means a person who is employed on a permanent, non-seasonal and full-time 

basis (minimum 20 hours per week) by the Plan Sponsor or any Employer participating under 

this Plan Text.  

 

"Employer" shall mean an organization that has been approved to participate under this Plan 

Text by the Plan Sponsor, as filed with the Insurance Company. 

 

"Fee" shall mean the charge for services rendered by a Dentist as stated in "Fee Guide".  

 

“Fee Guide” shall mean charges as set out in the Provincial Fee Guide for general 

practitioners and specialists as approved and published by the Provincial Dental 

Association in the Province or Territory in which the service is rendered or the charge for 

services rendered by a Denturist as stated in the Schedule of Fees published by the 

appropriate organizations in the Province or Territory in which the service is rendered.   For 

Services rendered in Alberta, “Fee Guide” shall mean the 1997 Alberta Dental Association 

fee guide, plus an inflationary adjustment as determined by The Co-operators.  

 

"Government Health Insurance Plan" shall mean the provincial, territorial or federal 

legislation and the regulations pursuant to such legislation, as amended from time to time, 

which provide government sponsored hospital, drug, dental or other medical care benefits for 

residents of Canada, including but not limited to: provincial or territorial dental care plans, 

provincial or territorial health benefits plans, provincial or territorial hospital benefits plans, 

provincial or territorial Medicare plans, federal, provincial or territorial medical or dental 

care and services acts, and the Hospital Benefits and Diagnostic Services Act (Canada).  

 

"Injury" shall mean an accidental bodily injury.  

 

"Massage Therapist" shall mean a member of a provincial or territorial Massage Therapist 

Association.  

 

"Maternity Leave" shall mean the period of time allowed under the applicable Provincial or 

Territorial Labour Standards Act, or such period as agreed to by the Employee and Plan 

Sponsor, commencing on the date as agreed to by the Employee and Plan Sponsor, or the 

date of delivery, whichever first occurs. 

 

"Medical Care" shall mean necessary services, supplies, treatment or surgery provided or 

ordered by a Physician in his/her treatment of Sickness or Injury.  

 

"Naturopath" shall mean a member of the Canadian Naturopathic Association or an affiliated 

provincial or territorial association.  
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Provision  DEFINITIONS  

   1 

"Ophthalmologist" shall mean a person certified by the Royal College of Physicians and 

Surgeons of Canada to practice ophthalmology.  

 

"Optometrist" shall mean a member of the Canadian Association of Optometrists or an 

associated provincial or territorial association.  

 

"Osteopath" shall mean someone with a doctorate degree of osteopathic medicine from an 

approved college of osteopathic medicine.  

 

"Parental Leave" shall mean the period of time allowed under the applicable Provincial or 

Territorial Labour Standards Act, commencing on the date as agreed to by the Employee and 

Plan Sponsor, or the date immediately following the completion of Maternity Leave, 

whichever first occurs. 

 

"Physician" shall mean, a person who is legally licensed to practice medicine in the 

appropriate jurisdiction and is certified by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of 

Canada. 

 

"Physiotherapist" shall mean a member of the Canadian Physiotherapy Association or an 

affiliated provincial or territorial association. 

 

"Plan" shall mean this Plan Text and/or any other plan providing benefits or services for or 

by reason of Medical Care or treatment, under:  

 

 (1) group benefits, blanket benefits, family benefits or creditors' group benefits,  

 (2) service type group plans, or other group prepayment coverage,  

 (3) any coverage under labour-management trusteed plans, union welfare plans, Plan 

Sponsor organization plans, or Covered Person benefit organization plans, and  

 (4) any coverage under government programs (other than the Government Health 

Insurance Plan), or required or provided by any statute (including an automobile no 

fault law).  

 

The term "Plan" will be construed separately with respect to each Plan Text, contract, or 

other arrangement for benefits or services and separately with respect to that portion of any 

such Plan Text, contract, or other arrangement which reserves the right to take the benefits or 

services of other Plans into consideration. 
 

 “Plan Administrator” shall mean the Plan Sponsor, Northern Employee Benefits Services. 

 

"Plan Sponsor" shall mean the Northern Employee Benefits Services. 

 

"Podiatrist" shall mean a member of the Canadian Podiatric Association or an affiliated 

provincial or territorial association. 
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Provision  DEFINITIONS  

   1 

"Previous Policy/Plan Text" shall mean the Group Policies issued by Co-operators Life 

Insurance Company, as in effect until May 31, 2003. 

 

"Province" or "the Province" shall mean the Employee's Province or Territory of residence.  

 

"Psychologist" shall mean someone registered in the current Canadian Register of Health 

Service Providers in Psychology and/or registered in the appropriate Province or Territory.  

 

"Sickness" shall mean illness or disease.  

 

"Speech Therapist" shall mean someone who is a member of the Canadian Speech and 

Hearing Association or an affiliated provincial or territorial association.  
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Provision   ELIGIBILITY OF AN EMPLOYEE 

 2.1 

  (1) Each person who is an Employee on the Effective Date shall be eligible for coverage 

under this Plan Text on the Effective Date provided the Employee is Actively at Work on 

that date and has not attained the age of 70.  

 

 (2) Each Employee not eligible under (1) shall become eligible for coverage under this Plan 

Text on the first day after having been continuously employed for a period of three 

months on a regular basis, provided the Employee is Actively at Work on that date and 

has not attained the age of 70.  

 

 (3) Each Employee not eligible under (1) or (2) shall become eligible for coverage under this 

Plan Text on the first day following six months of regular employment, provided the 

Employee is Actively at Work on that date and has not attained the age of 70.  

 

             (4) Each Employee not eligible under (1), (2) or (3) shall be eligible for insurance under this 

Policy on the first day of regular employment provided the Employee is Actively at Work 

on that date and has not attained the age of 70.  

 

  (5) Each Employee not eligible under (1), (2), (3) or (4) shall be eligible for Extended Health 

Care under this Policy on the first day of regular employment and shall be eligible for 

Dental Benefits on the first day following six months of regular employment, provided 

the Employee is Actively at Work on that date and has not attained the age of 70.  

 

 

Any Employee not eligible under (1), (2), (3) or (4) by reason only of not being Actively at 

Work, shall become eligible immediately upon becoming Actively Employed.  

 

  Whether an Employer's Waiting Period is in accordance with (2), (3), (4) or (5) above, shall 

be determined by the Plan Sponsor.  

 

The coverage under this Plan Text for any Employee who was insured under the Previous 

Plan Text immediately prior to the Effective Date shall be eligible automatically on the 

Effective Date and the benefits shall be in substitution for and a continuation of the benefits 

under the Previous Plan Text.  
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Provision   ELIGIBILITY OF A DEPENDENT  

 2.2  

A Dependent shall be eligible for coverage under this Plan Text on the later of: 

 

 (1) the date the Employee becomes eligible, or 

 

 (2) the date the individual becomes a Dependent.  
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Provision   EFFECTIVE DATE OF AN EMPLOYEE’S COVERAGE 

 3.1 

 

 The coverage of an eligible Employee shall take effect the later of: 

 

1) on the date of becoming eligible as determined under the Eligibility of an Employee 

provision, provided premiums are paid and the Employee is Actively at Work on that date, 

as per the administration guidelines set forth by the Plan Administrator, or 

 

2)  in cases where evidence of insurability is required, on the later of the date Co-operators Life 

approved the health evidence application, or the date the Employee is Actively at Work after 

such approval. 
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Provision   EFFECTIVE DATE OF A DEPENDENT'S COVERAGE 

 3.2 

 

 Provided the appropriate premium is paid, benefits for a Dependent shall take effect the later of: 

 

(1)  on the date of becoming eligible as determined under the Eligibility of a Dependent 

provision, as per the administration guidelines set forth by the Plan Administrator, or  

 

(2)  on the date the evidence of insurability is approved if evidence of insurability was required 

for the Employee's Dependents. 

 

If any Dependent is confined in an Approved Hospital or Convalescent Hospital on the date 

insurance would have become effective, Extended Health Care coverage will not become 

effective until the Dependent ceases to be confined.  This does not apply to a Dependent 

Child born after the effective date of the Employee’s coverage.  

 

If the confined Dependent was covered under a Previous Policy, the Dependent will be 

covered for the lesser of the Extended Health Care coverage available under this Policy or 

the Previous Policy, until the Dependent ceases to be confined.   
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Provision  TERMINATION OF AN EMPLOYEE'S COVERAGE  

 6.1  The benefits of any Employee under this Plan Text shall automatically cease on the occurrence of 

any of the following events:  

(1) termination of this Plan Text, or  

(2) termination of employment with the Employer or termination of employment in the 

classes of Employees eligible for benefits. Cessation of Active Work shall be deemed 

to be termination of employment except:  

(a) if an Employee ceases to be actively employed due to Total Disability, then the 

Employee shall be considered as still employed until recovered from the Total 

Disability, or until the Employee has attained the age of 65, whichever first 

occurs, as long as deposit payments are made and this Plan Text remains in 

force, or  

  The Employee’s resignation will not be accepted without written approval  

from the Policyholder during the first 24 months of Total Disability.   

 

  (b) (i) if an Employee ceases to be Actively Employed due to a temporary leave 

of absence (other than a Maternity Leave, Parental Leave or Educational 

Leave of absence) or lay-off, then the Employee may, at the Employer's 

election, be considered as still employed, but not beyond 30 days from the 

date the Employee ceased to be Actively at Work as long as deposit 

payments are made and this Plan Text remains in force, or 

(ii) if an Employee ceases to be Actively Employed due to full-time 

attendance at an Educational Institution, then the Employee may, at the 

Employer's election, be considered as still employed, for as long as the 

Employee attends such institution on a full-time basis but not beyond the 

end of the month following 2 years in which the Employee cased to be 

Actively at Work, as long as deposit payments are made and Plan Text 

remains in force. 

Should an Employee be considered disabled in accordance with the terms 

of this Policy during the approved leave of absence or lay-off, benefits will 

not be payable until the elimination period has been satisfied.  The 

elimination period will commence the date the Employee was scheduled to 

return to work.  The income benefit payable will be based on the monthly 

salary in effect the day before the leave of absence or lay-off commenced, 

or 

(iii) if an Employee ceases to be Actively Employed due to strike or lock-

outs for all coverages except Weekly Indemnity and Long Term 

Disability, then the Employee at the Employer's election, be considered 

as still employed, but not beyond a 120 days from the commencement of 

the strike or lock-out in which the Employee ceased to be Actively at 

Work as long as deposit payments are made and this Plan Text remains 

in force, or         
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Provision  TERMINATION OF AN EMPLOYEE’S COVERAGE  

 6.1  

 (c) if an Employee ceases to be actively employed due to Maternity Leave, Parental 

Leave or Compassionate Leave, and the continuation of coverage beyond the 

date of termination is required during any Maternity, Parental or Compassionate 

Leave taken in agreement with the Employer or Plan Sponsor pursuant to any 

federal or provincial or territorial legislation applicable to the Employee covered 

under this Plan Text, then the Employee shall be considered as still employed, 

until the earliest of the following dates:  

(i) the last day of the required Maternity Leave, Parental Leave or 

Compassionate Leave mutually agreed upon by the Employee and 

the Plan Sponsor or as specified in the applicable legislation, or 

(ii) the date the Employee resigns, if resignation occurs during such 

period, or  

(iii) the date the Employee becomes engaged in any occupation or work 

of any sort for remuneration, wage or profit other than with the 

Employer. 

 

    However, if there is no applicable federal or provincial or territorial legislation 

requiring continuation of coverage during Maternity Leave or Parental Leave, 

an Employee’s coverage may be continued during a Maternity Leave or 

Parental Leave in accordance with (3)(b) above, or 

  

  (3)  attainment of the Employee's 65th birthday for Emergency Out-of-Canada expenses 

and the 70th birthday, retirement or the date the Employee withdraws or elects to 

receive pension funds, whichever first occurs.  
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Provision   TERMINATION OF A DEPENDENT'S COVERAGE 

 6.2   

The coverage of an eligible Dependent shall automatically cease on the occurrence of any of 

the following events:  

 

 (1) cessation of deposit payments for the Dependent's coverage, or  

 

 (2) termination of this Plan Text, or  

 

 (3) when a Dependent ceases to be a Dependent, as  defined herein, or  

 

 (4) termination of the Employee's coverage, except due to death and as qualified below.  

 

  

 Dependent Survivor Benefits for Extended Health and Dental coverages:  

 

In the event of an Employee's death, the coverage for an eligible Dependent with respect to 

Extended Health and Dental benefits will continue for a period of 1 year from the date of 

death of an Employee, provided this Plan Text remains in force.  
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Provision  REINSTATEMENT OF AN EMPLOYEE’S COVERAGE 

 7  

Any Employee whose coverage has been terminated due to termination of employment and 

who returns to Active Work with the Plan Sponsor within six (6) months of termination, may 

have the coverage under this Plan Text reinstated effective the date of return to Active Work.  

 

Any Employee who returns to Active Work with the Plan Sponsor after the expiration of the 

six (6) month period shall be treated as a new Employee and will be required to serve the 

eligibility period as stated under the Eligibility of an Employee provision before coverage is 

resumed.  
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Provision   GENERAL PROVISIONS  

 8 

 THE CONTRACT  

 

This Plan Text and all statements and instruments including Employees’ applications, made 

and furnished to the Insurance Company by a Plan Sponsor in compliance with the terms of 

this Plan Text constitute the entire Contract between parties.  

 

All statements made by a Plan Sponsor or any Covered Person shall be deemed, in the 

absence of fraud, to be representations and not warranties.  

 

 

AMENDMENT 

 

The Insurance Company may from time to time amend the Plan Text. The Insurance 

Company will provide the Plan Sponsor with a copy of the amendment and the effective date 

of the amendment.  

 

All Amendments will be deemed to have been accepted by the Plan Sponsor after payment of 

deposits for periods beginning on or after the effective date of such Amendment.  

 

Where an Amendment is not the direct result of a request by the Plan Sponsor, the Plan 

Sponsor will have thirty-one (31) days from receipt of the Amendment to submit an objection 

in writing to the Insurance Company. In the absence of such objection, such Amendment 

shall be deemed to have been accepted and take effect as prescribed.  

 

No amendment, renewal or termination of the Plan Text requires notice to, or the consent of, 

any Employee or other persons covered under this Plan Text.  

 

 

 NO WAIVER 

 

Failure to insist upon compliance with any provisions of this Plan Text at any given time or 

times under any given set or sets of circumstances shall not operate so as to waive or modify 

such provision, or in any manner whatsoever to render it unenforceable, as to any other time 

or times, or as to any other occurrence or occurrences, whether the circumstances are, or are 

not, the same, nor shall failure in any way modify any other provision of the Plan Text. 
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Provision  GENERAL PROVISIONS (Continued) 

 8 

INCONTESTABILITY 

 

Except for non-payment of deposits, this Plan Text, as between the Plan Sponsor and the 

Insurance Company, may not, in the absence of fraud, be rendered voidable by the Insurance 

Company after it has been in effect for a period of two (2) years from the first day of the first 

Plan Text year.  

 

Any written instrument relating to the coverage of any Covered Person which was signed by 

such Covered Person or a Physician examining the Employee and in which there is a failure 

to disclose or a misrepresentation of a fact may be used by the Insurance Company to render 

voidable such Covered Person's coverage with respect to which such instrument was made 

unless such coverage has been in effect for a period of two (2) years following the date such 

instrument was executed. The Insurance Company's right to void a Covered Person's 

coverage is not limited to two (2) years where there is fraud.  

 

  

 NON-DISCLOSURE  

 

Subject to the incontestability provision of the Uniform Life Insurance Act, if medical 

evidence of health is required on behalf of either an Employee or a Dependent, and it is 

subsequently learned that the information regarding that Covered Person's or Dependent's 

medical history or condition was not disclosed, that Covered Person's or Dependent's 

coverage will be voidable at the option of the Insurance Company. Any deposits paid on 

behalf of the ineligible Covered Person or Dependent will be refunded. Any claim payments 

made will be recovered.  

 

 

AGE  

 

The Insurance Company shall be entitled to proof of the age of an Employee before making 

payment or settlement of any claim under this Plan Text. Where the age of an Employee has 

been misstated and the correct age is such that no benefits would be in force under this Plan 

Text at the date of claim, there shall be no liability under this Plan Text with respect to that 

Covered Person.  

 

  

 ATTENDING PHYSICIAN  

 

The Employee shall have free choice in selecting any Physician (other than a family member, 

by blood or by marriage, or a member of one's household) as the attending Physician. 
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Provision  GENERAL PROVISIONS (Continued)  

 8 

 CURRENCY  

 

All payments under this Plan Text, either to or by the Insurance Company, shall be in the 

lawful currency of Canada.  
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Provision   EXTENDED HEALTH CARE BENEFITS  

   D1.1  

The Insurance Company will pay the reasonable and customary charges for Covered Services 

incurred by the Covered Person for any necessary Medical Care for Sickness or Injury that is 

listed as a Covered Expense. The benefit shall be equal to 100% of the Covered Expenses 

unless otherwise indicated, specifically limited or excluded in the terms of the following 

provisions:  

 

 - Covered Services 

 - Limitations and Exclusions 

 - Deductible Amount 

 - Annual Reimbursement Maximum 

 - Pre-determination of Benefits 

 - Co-ordination of Benefits 

 

Any benefits payable under this provision (as determined by the Insurance Company) will be 

payable as if they were incurred in the Covered Person's normal Province or Territory of 

residence, unless otherwise stated.  
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 D1.2   

 (1) Emergency Out of Canada Expenses:  Reasonable and customary charges for the area 

in which the expense was incurred listed below for Emergency Medical Care, 

incurred by a Covered Person while travelling outside of Canada:  

 

   (a) charges made by an Approved Hospital for the Emergency Medical Care which 

are in excess of the Covered Person's Government Health Insurance Plan. No 

reimbursement will be made for any charge in excess of the reasonable and 

customary charge for semi-private room accommodation when hospitalized in 

Canada or ward accommodation when hospitalized outside of Canada, or  

 

   (b) charges by a Physician for the Emergency Medical Care which are in excess of 

the Covered Person's Government Health Insurance Plan, or  

 

   (c) charges for the services of an Approved Hospital and supplies furnished during 

Emergency hospitalization, or  

 

   (d) charges for X-ray examinations and laboratory tests related to Emergency Medical 

Care rendered without hospitalization.  

 

   "Travelling" shall mean travel outside of Canada for purposes of a vacation, holiday, 

business trip or leave for a maximum duration of ninety (90) days from the date of 

departure, but shall not include travel outside of Canada to take up residence or 

temporary residence in another country or any period of time while so resident or 

temporarily resident.  

 

   "Emergency" shall mean an unforeseen Injury or Sickness requiring immediate 

Medical Care. Emergency Medical Care does not include medical attention for the 

monitoring of a stabilized condition. 

 

   If a Covered Person is, on medical evidence, able to return to the Province or 

Territory following diagnosis of, or the Emergency Medical Care for a medical 

condition which requires further treatment, hospitalization or surgery, and elects to 

have such treatment, hospitalization or surgery outside of Canada, the charges for 

such continuing services will not be covered. 

       

   The charges for Medical Care must be eligible for reimbursement by the Government 

Health Insurance Plan.  
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 D1.2   

   Where a Covered Person is referred by a Physician to an Approved Hospital outside 

of the province or territory of residence for medically necessary treatment which is 

unavailable in their province or territory and for which there is no medically sufficient 

alternate treatment available in the province or territory of residence and for which 

charges are eligible for reimbursement in whole or in part by the provincial or 

territorial medical plan, the charges listed above are covered.  

 

   These expenses are not subject to any deductible or co-coverage amounts.  
 

Travel Benefits Plus 

Expenses incurred out of Canada, accumulate to the Emergency Out-of-Canada maximum as 

indicated.  Expenses incurred in Canada, accumulate to the overall Extended Health Care 

maximum as indicated. 

 

If the loss is a covered out-of-country or out-of-province Medical Emergency or a covered 

Medical Emergency that occurred within the Covered Person’s Province of residence at a location 

in excess of 500 kilometres from the Covered Person’s home, the following additional coverages 

are provided: 

 

• Emergency Medical Transportation - coverage is provided for emergency medical 

transportation to the nearest hospital where treatment is available.  If the Covered 

Person is traveling outside Canada, coverage is also provided for the cost of 

emergency medical transportation to a hospital in Canada when the Covered 

Person is assessed as medically transportable, provided transportation has been 

pre-approved and arranged by Co-operators Life. 

 

• Qualified Medical Attendant - reasonable fees, including airfare, accommodation, 

and meal expenses, charged by a medical attendant, other than a relative, who 

accompanies the Covered Person during a return flight on a commercial airline, 

when required by the attending physician and when pre-approved and arranged by 

Co-operators Life. 

 

• Return Transportation for Family Members – in the event that arrangements for 

pre-paid transportation to the Covered Person’s Province of residence were missed 

due to a covered Injury or Sickness, the cost of one-way economy fares, less any 

credit for unused tickets, for the Covered Person and Dependents. 

 

In addition, when the Covered Person is transported by air ambulance or 

commercial stretcher, one-way economy airfare to return Dependents home, 

provided travel is pre-approved and arranged by Co-operators Life. 

 

Reasonable and customary expenses, including return or round-trip economy class 

airfare, for an escort to accompany dependent Children home, when necessary and 

when pre-approved by Co-operators Life. 
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 D1.2   

• Bedside Attendance - reimbursement for round-trip economy airfare by the most 

direct route via a common carrier in the event a Covered Person becomes 

hospitalized as a result of a covered Injury or Sickness, if the attending Physician 

advises that the hospitalized Covered Person requires the attendance of a family 

member or close friend. 

 

• Return of Vehicle - reimbursement of the Reasonable and Customary charges to a 

maximum of $3,000 for a commercial agency to return a vehicle to the Covered 

Person’s home or, if a rental vehicle was used, to the nearest rental agency, in the 

event that the Covered Person is unable, for reasons of a covered Injury or 

Sickness, to return home with the vehicle used for the journey, or: 

 

If the Covered Person was air evacuated, reimbursement for the cost of one-way 

economy class airfare to the city from which an air evacuation commenced in order 

to retrieve the vehicle. If the Covered Person was air evacuated with another 

Covered Person, then that person is also eligible for one-way economy class airfare 

to the city from which the air evacuation commenced. Reimbursement is limited to 

a combined maximum of $3,000. 

 

• Out-of-Pocket Allowance - reimbursement up to a maximum of $2,500 for 

Reasonable and Customary living expenses, child care, essential telephone calls 

and taxi fares incurred by the Covered Person or by persons remaining with the 

Covered Person while the Covered Person is hospitalized as an inpatient. 

 

• Repatriation Expenses - in the event that a Covered Person dies from a covered 

Injury or Sickness, Co-operators will pay up to a maximum of $10,000 for: 

 

a) Cremation expenses at the place of death, or 

b) Reasonable and Customary expenses incurred in preparing the deceased for 

burial and shipment to the Province of residence in Canada provided the 

deceased does not have any other Repatriation benefit under this Policy or any 

other insurance policy. (No reimbursement is provided for the cost of the 

casket.) 

 

• Identification of Deceased - in the event that a Covered Person dies from a covered 

Injury or Sickness while travelling alone, and if required by authorities, 

reimbursement of round-trip economy airfare by the most direct route via a 

common carrier for a family member to travel to identify the deceased prior to 

release of the body. 

 

  These expenses are not subject to any deductible or co-coverage amounts.  
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 (2)  Approved Hospital Expenses:  Charges made by an Approved Hospital on its own 

behalf for Medical Care including Board and Room, medical supplies and when 

actually occupied (but not for purposes of Custodial Care), the additional charge for a 

semi-private room. Reimbursement will not be made for non-medical expenses, 

including without limitation: the rental of telephone, television or other similar 

charges.  

 

   These expenses are not subject to any deductible or co-coverage amounts.  

 

 (3)  Convalescent Hospital Expenses:  Charges made by a Convalescent Hospital for 

Medical Care for the recuperative treatment of an Injury or Sickness for which the 

Covered Person has been treated in an Approved Hospital for a period of at least 5 

consecutive days and the Convalescent Hospital confinement occurs within 48 hours 

following discharge from the Approved Hospital.  

 

   Convalescent Hospital charges are limited to $20.00 per day for a maximum of 120 

days for any one Injury or Sickness. 

 

   If a subsequent confinement is due to an entirely unrelated Injury or Sickness, a new 

benefit period of 120 days will be available, but only if a period of at least 30 

consecutive days has lapsed since the initial confinement and the Covered Person has 

not been confined in either an Approved Hospital or Convalescent Hospital during 

that 30 day period.  

 

   Charges for a Convalescent Hospital are not covered if the Covered Person was 

hospitalized in a Convalescent Hospital on the effective date of the Covered Person's 

insurance. 

 

   Convalescent Nursing Expenses: Charges for necessary Out-of-Convalescent Hospital 

Services of a registered nurse or registered nursing assistant, provided the services are 

ordered by a physician, and medically necessary, and the nurse is not resident in the 

patient's home or a relative of the patient.  
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   Out-of-Convalescent Hospital nursing services must commence within 48 hours 

following discharge from the hospital and charges are limited to $10.00 per day for a 

maximum of 120 days. 

 

   A new maximum duration of 120 days will not become available if the Covered 

Person has not been confined to either a hospital or convalescent hospital for a period 

of at least 30 days if subsequent confinement is due to any entirely unrelated sickness 

or injury.  

 

   The maximum benefit payable for any Convalescent Hospital Expense or Out-of-

Convalescent Hospital Expense during the calendar year on or after the calendar year 

coincident with or next following the Covered Person's 65th birthday, shall be 

$500.00 (less any amounts paid during the three (3) immediately preceding calendar 

years.  

 

 (4)  Nursing Expenses:  Charges made for out-of-hospital private duty care given by a 

Registered Graduate Nurse (R.N.), Certified Nursing Assistant (C.N.A.), Registered 

Nursing Assistant (R.N.A.) or Licensed Practical Nurse (L.P.N.), that is necessary for 

Medical Care which is prescribed by a Physician. The care must be the type that can 

only be performed by an R.N., C.N.A., R.N.A., or L.P.N. and does not include 

homemaking or companionship duties. In no event will charges for private duty 

nursing services be paid for, a) services performed in-hospital, or, b) when the nurse 

is a relative of the Covered Person or normally resides in the patient's home. The 

maximum benefit payable for any Covered Person is $10,000.00 in any three (3) 

consecutive calendar years.  Home nursing expenses should be pre-determined by 

Co-operators Life.  

 

 (5)  Physician's Expenses:  Charges by a general practitioner or specialist in excess of the 

amount allowed under the Government Health Insurance Plan, provided the payment 

of these charges is not prohibited by provincial or territorial legislation.  Where a 

Physician has opted out of the Government Health Insurance Plan, only those 

expenses in excess of what would have been allowed by the Government Health 

Insurance Plan will be covered.  

 

  (6)  Other Health Practitioner Expenses: Charges for the services of the following 

practitioners, when treating Injury or Sickness, are covered to the maximum benefit of 

$750.00 per Covered Person in any calendar year for each service, subject to the 

amount that the patient's Government Health Insurance Plan allows this Policy to 

cover:  

   Osteopath/Chiropractor/Podiatrist   Physiotherapist/Massage Therapist 

Speech Therapist/Audiologist   Nutritionist/Dietician 

   Naturopath/Acupuncturist    

   Psychologist/Social Worker/Licensed Councillor 
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 D1.2   The practitioner must be duly qualified, licensed by the appropriate licensing 

authority of the jurisdiction in which the services are rendered, and practicing within 

the scope of the appropriate license. The services of a Physiotherapist, Massage 

Therapist, Psychologist or Speech Therapist must be prescribed by a Physician.  

Included in these are the charges for any x-ray examination that may be necessary. 

 

   In provinces or territories where legislation prohibits additional reimbursement prior 

to the full utilization of benefits under the Government Health Insurance Plan, no 

benefit shall be payable for charges incurred while the Covered Person is entitled to 

similar benefits under the Government Health Insurance Plan, regardless of whether 

the Government Health Insurance Plan pays for all or only part of the charges. Once 

the benefit provided by the Government Health Insurance Plan is exhausted, benefits 

shall be payable as stated.  

 

 (7)  Optometrist/Ophthalmologist Expenses:  Charges for eye examinations by an 

Optometrist or Ophthalmologist provided no portion of the cost is covered by the 

Government Health Insurance Plan. Charges shall be limited to one examination in a 

two year calendar period or one examination per calendar year for Dependents less 

than 18 years of age.  

 

 (8)  Ambulance Expenses: Charges for professional ambulance service required because 

of Sickness or Injury, to transport the Covered Person, including where medically 

necessary the fee for one (1) person to attend the Covered Person, when being 

transported from the place of Injury or Sickness to the nearest Approved Hospital 

where treatment is available, or from an Approved Hospital to a Convalescent 

Hospital. 

 

 (9)  Out-Patient Care Expenses:  Charges made by an Approved Hospital while the 

Covered Person is an out-patient for the following services and supplies: a) use of an 

examination room, b) drugs, obtainable only by prescription, c) dressings or casts, d) 

anesthesia in the connection with the performance of a surgical procedure. No benefit 

shall be payable with respect to charges made by a resident physician or intern of a 

hospital or for charges incurred while the Covered Person is entitled to similar 

benefits under the Government Health Insurance Plan.  

 

 (10) Drug & Medicine Expenses:  Charges for drugs, insulin, serums and vaccines which 

require a written prescription from a physician, surgeon or dentist and which are 

dispensed by a registered pharmacist (including contraceptive drugs). Charges for 

anti-smoking agents obtained by prescription shall be payable to a lifetime maximum 

of $300 per Covered Person. 

 

All prescription drug expenses shall be covered by the way of a Pay-Direct Card Plan.  

Charges for prescription drug expenses will be limited to the lowest priced generic 

equivalent.          
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Provision   COVERED SERVICES (continued) 

 D1.2 

 

No benefits shall be payable for over-the-counter drugs which do not require a 

prescription, anti-obesity treatments, health foods, vitamins (unless injected), Rogaine 

when used for the treatment of hair loss, fertility drugs or any fees for the 

administration of serums, vaccines and injectable drugs. Dispensing limitations are 

not to exceed a ninety (90) day supply.  

  

 (11) Diabetic Supplies:  The following diabetic supplies are covered: 

• insulin delivery pens. 

• insulin infusion sets and infusion pumps supplies. 

• syringes.  

• pen needles. 

• lancets. 

• blood test strips. 

 

Other diabetic monitoring and administration equipment is covered under 

Therapeutic Equipment. 

 

 (12) Medical Services and Supplies:  When ordered by a Physician in connection with the 

treatment of a Covered Person, the charges for the provision of the following shall be 

covered: anesthesia, oxygen, blood and blood products. This will also include x-ray 

examinations where not covered by the Government Health Insurance Plan.  

 

 (13) Devices:  The initial charges for the following medical equipment required as a result 

of a Medically Diagnosed Condition are covered: 

• crutches, casts, trusses, walkers and canes. 

• compression garments to treat burns.  

• graduated compression hose, to a maximum of 2 pair per year.  

• food substitutes that must be administered through a tube feeding process.  Tube 

feeding pumps and pump sets are also covered.  

• splints, including shoes attached to a splint. Intra-oral splints are not covered. 

• orthopedic braces.  Braces are wearable, orthopedic appliances that rely on a rigid 

material such as metal or hard plastic to hold parts of the body in the correct 

position.  Elastic supports and foot orthotics are not considered braces.  Dental 

braces are not considered a covered Extended Health Care expense.  
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  (14) Orthopedic Shoes:  When medically necessary and prescribed by a Physician or Foot 

Specialist, orthopedic shoes and special foot appliances which are specially designed 

and molded (fabricated) and dispensed by an orthotist, pedorthist, podiatrist or 

chiropodist, shall be covered to a maximum of $300.00 in any 24 consecutive month 

period.  Expenses for Orthopedic Shoes should be pre-determined by Co-operators 

Life.  

 

 (15) Durable Equipment: Charges for the rental, or at the Insurance Company's option 

purchase of (if the Company determines that the cost of purchase is less than the 

anticipated total cost of rental): a manual wheelchair or a standard hospital bed 

(excluding electric hospital beds), or an iron lung, if approved and prescribed by a 

Physician. 

 

   These charges will only be allowable if approved and prescribed by a physician an if 

they are required as the result of a bodily injury or sickness which occurred while 

covered under this Plan Text or the Previous Policy or Plan Text which was replaced 

by this Plan Text. 

 

   Where the Insurance Company deems it necessary, a motorized wheelchair may be 

substituted.                                    

 

(16) Therapeutic Equipment:  Charges for the rental of, or at the Insurance Company's 

option, purchase of the following therapeutic equipment, provided the equipment is 

approved and prescribed by a Physician and required due to Injury or Sickness:  

- diabetic administration equipment (insulin infusion pumps),  

   - transcutaneous nerve stimulator,  

                - cervical collar,  

                 - aerosol equipment,  

          - mist tents and nebulizers (excluding humidifiers and vaporizers),  

                 - traction apparatus,  

                 - mozes detector, 

   Reimbursement for any therapeutic equipment covered shall be subject to 100%          

co-coverage and the lifetime maximum for any Covered Person shall be limited to 

$1,000.00 for any one or like piece of therapeutic equipment.  Diabetic monitoring 

and administration equipment shall be subject to a lifetime maximum of $500.00. 

   CPAP (continuous positive airway pressure) machines shall be covered subject to 

100% co-coverage and a maximum of $1,500.00 per 60 consecutive months. 
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   (17) Prosthetics:  Charges for the initial placement of:  

 

(a)  non-myoelectric limbs, or 

(b)  artificial eyes, or 

(c)  mastectomy forms, including two (2) surgical bras in any one (1) calendar year.  

(d)  prosthetic socks are covered to a maximum of 5 pair per year.  

 

  Where medically necessary and when prescribed by a Physician, Myoelectric limbs 

may be covered under this Plan Text upon pre-authorization of the Insurance 

Company.  

 

                  Charges for the subsequent replacement of:  

 

   (a) artificial limbs or eyes where a pathological change in the Covered Person 

necessitates the replacement, or  

   (b) mastectomy forms once every five (5) consecutive years where medically 

necessary.  

 

 (18) Accidental Dental:  Charges for dental work performed by a dentist due to damage to 

whole, sound, natural teeth where damage was caused by a non-occupational Injury 

while insured for this coverage, occasioned solely through violent, external and 

accidental means.  This treatment must be performed within one (1) year of the date 

of the Injury and must be the least expensive that will provide a professionally 

adequate treatment. The charges incurred will not exceed the current Dental 

Association Fee Guide for General Practitioners in the Covered Person's Territory or 

Province of residence.        

 

   Teeth which have been capped or crowned shall, for the purposes of this benefit, be 

considered whole, sound and natural except where they have undergone endodontic 

treatment. If an Injury to a capped or crowned tooth causes damage to the remaining 

tooth structure requiring the preparation of a new cap or crown, such treatment will be 

covered. However, if an existing cap or crown is damaged or dislodged without Injury 

to the remaining tooth structure, the Plan Text will not cover the cost of treatment 

necessitated thereby. 

   

 (19) Laboratory: Coverage is provided for diagnostic laboratory and x-ray expenses when 

coverage is not available under the Covered Person’s Government Health Insurance 

Plan; services must be received in the Covered Person’s province of residence and 

performed by a properly licensed lab technician.  No benefits will be payable for 

services provided by a Physician or Specialist in the course of the private practice of 

medicine or received in a hospital or pharmacy.  
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     (20)  Hearing Aid: Charges for the cost of, repair (excluding batteries or routine 

maintenance of) and installation of a hearing aid(s) purchased on the written 

recommendation of a clinical audiologist, subject to a maximum benefit of $1,000 per 

5 consecutive years. 

 

 (21) Ostomy Supplies:  Charges for essential ostomy supplies including without limitation: 

irrigating sets and bags, deodorants, pads, adhesives, and skin creams. Charges for 

catheters and urinary kits are also covered.  

 

       (22) Northern Medical Transportation:  The Insurance Company will reimburse any 

Covered Person the amount of the deductible applicable to the Basic Provincial or 

Territorial Medical Plan to a maximum of $125.00 for one-way travel or $250.00 for 

two-way travel. 

 

       (23) Vision Care:  Charges for the purchase of lenses, frames, or contact lenses when 

prescribed by an Optometrist or Ophthalmologist. This coverage is not subject to any 

deductible or co-coverage amounts.  

 

   The following limitations and exclusions shall apply:  

   - The maximum reimbursement for adults shall be $350.00 in any 24 consecutive 

months per Covered Person. The maximum reimbursement for Dependent 

Children shall be $350.00 in any 12 consecutive months. The date dispensed will 

be used to determine the reimbursement of this benefit.  

- Reimbursement will not be made for any other form of eyeglasses which do not 

provide for the correction of one's vision.  
- There is no coverage for any service or supply, which does not provide for the correction of 

one's vision, except when eyeglasses or contact lenses are prescribed by a licensed Optometrist 

or Ophthalmologist following eye surgery.   

 

 (24)  Laser Eye Surgery: to a maximum of $1,500.00 per lifetime per Covered Person. 

 

 (25) Hairpieces: Charges for the purchase of a hairpiece following chemotherapy which 

caused the scalp hair to fall out, but not exceeding $200.00 per Covered Person per 

lifetime. A statement from the attending Physician will be required by the Insurance 

Company.  
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 No benefits will be payable under this section for charges incurred for, caused by or 

contributed to by:  

 

 (1) medical screening or examination for the use of a third party, or  

 

 (2) obtaining further medical information regarding claims for covered expenses, or any  

expenses incurred for the completion of claim forms, or  

 

 (3) a Physician or other health practitioner for travel, broken appointments or 

communication costs, or  

 

 (4) charges for which the Insurance Company is prohibited by law or legislation from 

reimbursing. Any changes to Provincial Legislation or the Government Health 

Insurance Plans will not automatically result in a change of coverage provided under 

this Plan Text, or  

 

 (5) Medical Care which is cosmetic in nature, or Medical Care which is not medically 

necessary to treat an Injury or Sickness, or  

 

 (6) the failure of any Covered Person to make claim for and receive benefits within the 

time and in the manner prescribed under or pursuant to the Government Health 

Insurance Plan to which the Covered Person is entitled. If a Covered Person is not a 

member of a Government Health Insurance Plan by reason of having "opted-out" as 

may be provided for by a Territory/Province's Hospital or Medical Insurance 

Regulations, or for any other reason is not a member of a Government Health Insurance 

Plan the Covered Person shall be deemed, for the purposes of this Plan Text, to be a 

member of the Government Health Insurance Plan, or  

 

 (7) extra charges which may result due to the Physician opting-out of the Government 

Health Insurance Plan. Coverage will be provided by this Plan Text on the same basis 

as if the Physician was a member of the Government Health Insurance Plan, or  

 

    (8) Medical Care resulting directly or indirectly in whole or in part from war or act of war 

(whether declared or undeclared), participation in a riot, insurrection, civil commotion, 

or acts of terrorism, or  

 

 (9) for Medical Care which was necessitated either wholly or partly, directly or indirectly 

as the result of committing, attempting or provoking an assault or criminal offense, or  
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 (10) suicide or any attempt thereat, or  

 

 (11) charges in excess of what is reasonable or customary charges for the service or supply, 

in the area where the charge is incurred, or  

 

 (12) expenses for which no charge would ordinarily be made if there were no coverage, or  

 

 (13) the renovation or alteration in any physical way to a Covered Person's residence, 

vehicles, or place of business, including the filtration or purification, whether 

mechanical or electronic, or air, water or other environmental factors, or  

 

 (14) anti-obesity treatment including drugs, proteins and dietary or food supplements 

whether or not prescribed for a medical reason, or  

 

 (15) the purchase of a myoelectric controlled prosthetic; however, the Insurance Company 

will pay an amount equal to the reasonable and customary charge of a non-myoelectric 

prosthetic device as stated under Item #17 of the Covered Services provision, or  

 

 (16) any loss incurred while the Covered Person is on active duty as a member of any branch 

of the armed forces of any government.  

 

 (17) any benefit otherwise payable under this Plan Text will be reduced by any amount the 

Covered Person received or is eligible to receive from  

 

                (a)  the Government Health Insurance Plan,  

 

                 (b) Workers' Compensation Act,  

 

       (c)  any government hospital, medical, dental or  health care Plan, whether payable or 

not.  

 

  Where the Government Health Insurance Plan provides a grant in lieu of actual 

reimbursement for medical services and supplies, Covered Persons will be deemed to 

have received the maximum grant available unless their "grant notification" states 

otherwise. The Covered Person must submit a copy of the grant notification together 

with all receipts for Covered Expenses. Benefits will be payable as stated under this 

Plan Text once an amount equal to the grant has been spent on the Covered Expenses 

for which the grant was intended. 
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  Where payment is available under a charitable organization or any other Plan, it will be 

made as per the Co-ordination of Benefits provision, or  

 

 (18) any Medical Care that is experimental in nature, or which is not recognized as sound 

medical treatment by the Canadian Medical Association or the appropriate medical 

specialty society, or any drug that is experimental or investigative and not approved for 

prescription use, or which is not recognized as sound medical treatment by the 

Canadian Medical Association or the appropriate medical speciality society, or  

 

 (19) private or semi-private room charges in an Approved Hospital where the Covered 

Person is receiving primarily Custodial Care or is awaiting admission to a Custodial 

Care facility. 

 

 (20) charges not specified in the list of covered eligible medical expenses, or  

 

 (21) charges for any supplies and services associated with recreation or sports.  

 

 (22) charges for any method of contraception other than contraceptive drugs. 
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 There will be no cash deductible on any Covered Expenses incurred.  
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 The maximum reimbursement to any Covered Person (including Dependents) shall be 

unlimited for Covered Services incurred within Canada and in any one (1) calendar year.  

 

 Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, the maximum reimbursement for Emergency Out-

of-Canada coverage and Travel Benefits Plus shall be $1,000,000.00, per Covered Person per 

any one Injury or Sickness.  
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 In the event that a Covered Expense for any one Covered Person is likely to exceed $400.00, 

a detailed treatment plan must be submitted to the Insurance Company before any treatment, 

other than necessary emergency treatment, commences.  The Covered Person will then be 

advised of the estimated amount payable by the Insurance Company for the Covered 

Expense. 

 

 This pre-determination of benefits is valid for 1 year.  In order for benefits to be paid, the 

Covered Person must be eligible for coverage under this Policy on the date the expense is 

actually incurred.  

 

 If this pre-determination is not obtained, the Insurance Company reserves the right to 

reimburse the Covered Person for the claim on the basis of the recommendations that would 

have been made if the pre-determination request had been submitted.  
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  EFFECT ON BENEFITS  

 

 If a person who is covered for Extended Health Care under this Plan is also covered 

simultaneously under any other Plan which provides similar benefits, the amount of benefits 

payable under this Plan for Allowable Expenses incurred during any Benefit Year shall be 

co-ordinated and/or reduced so that the benefits payable from all Plans shall not exceed 100% 

of the actual Allowable Expenses.  

 

  ORDER OF BENEFIT DETERMINATION  

 

(1) If any other Plan does not contain a provision for co-ordination with or reduction of 

benefits payable under this Plan, the benefits payable under the other Plan shall be 

determined first.  

 

(2) The benefits payable under a Plan which covers the person as a Covered Person shall 

be determined before the benefits of a Plan which covers the person as a Dependent.  

 

(3) The benefits payable under a Plan which covers the person as the Dependent of a 

Covered Person with the earlier day and month of birth in the calendar year shall be 

determined first. If the birthdays are the same, the Plan of the Covered Person whose 

first name begins with the earlier letter in the alphabet shall be determined first.  

 

 If priority cannot be established in the above manner, the benefits shall be pro-rated between 

the Plans in proportion to the amounts that would have been paid under each Plan had there 

been coverage by just that Plan.  

 

 "Allowable Expense" shall mean any charge actually incurred by a Covered Person and such 

charge is reasonable and customary in the Covered Person's Province or Territory and relates 

to a Covered Service. It shall also mean such charge is not in excess of the maximum amount 

specified for such Covered Service.  

 

 "Plan" shall mean any means for which benefits or services for Medical Care are provided, 

including without limitation all insured plans, both government and private (other than the 

Government Health Insurance Plan), all uninsured Employee, union, trade, professional, 

association plans and any plan provided by any statute (including an automobile no fault 

law).  
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 The term "Plan" will be construed separately with respect to each Policy, contract, or other 

arrangement for benefits or services and separately with respect to that portion of any such 

Policy, contract, or other arrangement which reserves the right to take the benefits or services 

of other plans into consideration.  

 

  RIGHT TO RECEIVE AND RELEASE INFORMATION 

 

 For the purposes of determining the applicability and implementing the terms of this 

provision or any provision of similar purpose of any other Plan, the Insurance Company may, 

with proper authorization, release to or obtain from any other Insurance Company or other 

organization or person, information with respect to any person which the Insurance Company 

deems to be necessary for such purposes. Any person claiming benefits under this Plan shall 

furnish to the Insurance Company such information as may be necessary to implement this 

provision.  

 

 FACILITY OF PAYMENT  

 

 Whenever payments which should have been made under this Plan in accordance with this 

provision have been made under any other Plan(s), the Insurance Company shall have the 

right, exercisable alone and in its sole discretion, to pay over to any organizations making 

such other payments, any amounts it shall determine to be warranted in order to satisfy the 

intent of this provision and amounts so paid shall be deemed to be benefits paid under this 

Plan and the Plan Sponsor shall be fully discharged from liability under this Plan.  

 

  RIGHT OF RECOVERY  

 

 Whenever payments have been made by the Insurance Company with respect to Allowable 

Expenses in excess of the maximum amount of payment necessary at that time to satisfy the 

intent of this provision, the Insurance Company shall have the right to recover such payments 

to the extent of such excess, from one or more of the following, as the Insurance Company 

shall determine:  

 

(1) any persons to whom the payments were made,  

(2) any persons for whom the payments were made,  

(3) any other Insurance Companies,  

(4) any other organizations. 
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  NOTICE  

 

 Written notice of a claim under this section must be given to the Insurance Company at its 

Office in Regina, within 365 days of the date of occurrence.  

 

 Failure to give notice within this time shall not invalidate nor reduce any claim if it is shown 

not to have been reasonably possible to give notice and that notice was given as soon as was 

reasonably possible.  

 

 FORMS  

 

 The Insurance Company, upon receipt of notice, will furnish the forms for Proof of Loss. If 

these forms are not furnished within 30 days of the receipt of notice, it shall be deemed that 

the claimant has complied with the Proof of Loss requirements of this Plan Text when written 

proof covering the occurrence, character, and extent of loss for which a claim is made is 

submitted within the time fixed in this Plan Text for filing Proof of Loss.  

 

 PROOF OF LOSS  

 

 Written Proof of Loss must be furnished to the Insurance Company at its Office in Regina. In 

the case of a claim, proof must be furnished within 365 days from the date the Plan Sponsor 

is liable. 

 

 If this Plan Text terminates or if this coverage is terminated, written proof of claim must be 

given to the Insurance Company at its Regina office within 90 days of the date of 

termination.  

 

 Failure to furnish proof within this time shall not invalidate nor reduce any claim if it is 

shown not to have been reasonably possible to furnish the proof and that the proof was 

furnished as soon as was reasonably possible, but in no event shall this be more than 12 

months after becoming eligible.  

 

 EXTENSION OF TIME  

 

 If any time limitation of this Plan Text with respect to giving notice of claim or furnishing 

Proof of Loss is less than that permitted by the law of the Province or Territory in which the  

Covered Person resides at the time of becoming covered under this Plan Text, such limitation 

is hereby extended to agree with the minimum period permitted by law. 
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 MEDICAL EXAMINATION  

 

 The Insurance Company shall have the right and opportunity to conduct any investigations 

relating to applications or claims and to obtain independent medical assessments of any 

Covered Person, as often as it may reasonably require. 

 

  PAYEE  

 

 Any benefits payable under this Plan Text are payable to the Covered Person, except the 

reimbursement of any benefits for expenses incurred due to hospital confinement, medical or 

surgical aid may be made by the Insurance Company to the hospital or any other person 

furnishing such aid. Any payment made will discharge the Plan Sponsor’s obligation with 

respect to the amount paid.  

 

 LIMITATION OF ACTION  

 

 No action or proceeding at law or in equity shall be brought against the Insurance Company 

to recover benefits payable under this Plan Text prior to the expiration of sixty (60) days after 

Proof of Loss has been filed in accordance with the requirements of this Plan Text, nor shall 

such action be brought at all unless brought:  

 

(1) where no benefits, which are the subject matter of the claim, have been paid to the 

Covered Person - within one year from the expiration of the time within which Proof 

of Claim is first required by the Plan Text or from the date on which the Insurance 

Company first denies the claim for benefits, whichever first occurs, or 

 

(2) where benefits have been paid under the provision under which benefits are being 

claimed - within one year of the date on which the Insurance Company terminates the 

payment of benefits under the said provision. 

 

 If any time limitation of this Plan Text with respect to the bringing of an action at law or in 

equity is less than that permitted by the law of the Province or Territory in which the Covered 

Person resides at the time of becoming covered under this Plan Text, then the limitation is 

hereby extended to agree with the minimum period permitted by law.  
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 THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

 

 Where a Covered Person or Dependent, is eligible for reimbursement of incurred extended 

health expenses for which a third party is, or may be, directly or indirectly, either in whole or 

in part legally liable, no expenses will be reimbursed under this Plan Text unless the Covered 

Person: 

 

(1) agrees to repay the Insurance Company the full amount of the expenses reimbursed (the 

"T.P.Benefits") less such amount the Insurance Company, in it's sole discretion, agrees to 

allow for legal fees, and 

 

(2) takes all steps necessary to recover from the third party the total of the T.P. expenses 

advanced or to be advanced or reimbursed under this Plan Text, including without 

limitation, directing the Covered Person's lawyer to repay the Insurance Company the full 

amount of the T.P. expenses advanced or reimbursed from any monies received from any 

judgement or settlement, and 

 

(3) when requested by the Insurance Company, enters into a Reimbursement agreement with 

the Insurance Company outlining the terms and conditions under which the T.P. expenses 

are to be repaid. 
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Provision   DENTAL BENEFITS 

 E1.1 

 Benefits payable under this Plan Text shall be equal to the applicable percentage stated under 

the Co-coverage Amount provision unless otherwise indicated, specifically limited or 

excluded in the terms of:  

 

- Covered Benefits  

- Limitations and Exclusions  

- Annual Reimbursement Maximum  

- Pre-determination of Benefits  

- Deductible Amount  

- Co-coverage Amount 

- Co-ordination of Benefits  

 

 The eligible amount is based on the Dental Fee Guide for general practitioners and 

specialists published for the Province or Territory where the service was rendered.  No 

benefits are payable for any dental treatment where there is no identifiable fee in the fee 

schedule, or any service designated as a “visit fee”. 

   

 ALTERNATE BENEFIT 

 

 Where there are two or more courses of treatment available to adequately correct a dental 

condition, reimbursement may be based on the cost of the least expensive treatment which 

provides adequate care to the Insured.  

 

 NOTE: Professional dental concepts of treatment and dental plan liabilities are not 

necessarily the same. The Alternate Benefit Clause is in no way an attempt to change a 

treatment plan. The choice of treatment is a matter for agreement solely between the patient 

and the Dentist.  
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 LIMITED DENTAL COVERAGE FOR LATE APPLICANTS 

 

 If a written application completed by the Employee is not received by the Insurance 

Company within 1 month following the date on which the Employee or the Employee's 

Dependent(s) become eligible for coverage, the Employee and the Employee's Dependents 

are considered late applicants. 

 

 The Insurance Company reserves the right to limit dental benefits for late applicants to a 

maximum benefit of $250 per person during the first 12 months of coverage.  
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  BASIC TREATMENT COVERED SERVICES  

 

 (1) Routine examinations, cleaning of the teeth (up to and including 2 time units of 

polishing) and 2 cavity revealing X-Rays (Bite-Wings) are covered twice in a 12 

consecutive month period.  Fluoride application to the teeth of children (up to the age of 

21) is covered twice in a 12 consecutive month period.  Fluoride application for adults 

is covered once every 12 consecutive months.  Specific oral examinations and 

emergency examinations are not unlimited. If these services are used within the same 6 

month period as a routine or an initial examination, the Dentist may be required to 

submit an explanatory note regarding the repeating of the examination.  

 

 (2) A complete dental examination is covered once with any one particular Dentist, and 

once in a 36 consecutive month period if the Dentist is changed.  

 

 (3) Full mouth, or complete series X-Rays covered once in a 24 consecutive month period.  

 

 (4) Tooth extractions.  

 

 (5) Dental surgery procedures.  

 

 (6) General anesthesia or conscious sedation only if related to the above surgical 

procedures.  

 

 (7) Fillings, both silver amalgam and tooth-colored plastic resins, for restoring the natural 

tooth surfaces.  

 

 (8) Treatment for the relief of dental pain.  

 

 (9) Simple space maintainers for keeping the space of a lost baby tooth open until the 

permanent tooth comes in. A similar appliance for the assistance of breaking habits, 

such as thumb-sucking, is also covered.  

 

 (10) Relining, rebasing, and repairing of removable dentures covered once in a 36 

consecutive month period.  

 

 (11) Root canal therapy (endodontics).  

 

 (12) Treatment of the gums (periodontics).  
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 (13) Stainless steel crowns for the repair of Children's teeth.  

 

 (14) Filing the surfaces (edges) of the teeth (interproximal discing). 

 

(15) Laboratory expenses. 

 

 (16) Oral hygiene instruction once in a 12 consecutive month period.  

 

       

 BASIC TREATMENT LIMITATIONS  

 

 (1)  Full mouth series of radiographs and panoramic films are considered the same for the 

purpose of this Plan Text. Either, but not both, will be allowed once in a 24 consecutive 

month period.  

 

 (2)  The Insurance Company reserves the right to alter the benefits payable where multiple 

restorative services are performed at a single appointment in one quadrant of the mouth. 

In such a case, where the "time" value for a service is decreased, it may be assumed that 

the Relative Value Units (RVU) for the service or services will also be reduced.  

 

 (3)  In those provinces or territories where package codes have been incorporated into the 

fee guides to be used for recall examinations, the Insurance Company reserves the right 

to alternate the charged procedure codes with the corresponding package code and to 

replace the fee with the correct package code fee.  

 

 (4)  Pit and Fissure Sealants are covered for Dependent Children under age 14 year of age.  

 

 (5)  The Insurance Company reserves the right to request Radiographs for the purpose of 

establishing benefits for multiple extractions to third molars. The Insurance Company 

also reserves the right to request radiographs in order to establish benefits for multiple 

composite restorations in upper or lower anterior teeth or where numerous restorations 

are involved.  

 

 (6)  Canal enlargement will not be covered as a separate procedure code.  

 

(7) Desensitization of teeth and pulp mummification will not be covered as a separate 

procedure code.  

 

(8) Caries and Pain control procedures will only be covered when performed on a day 

separate from any other restorative procedure.  
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 BASIC TREATMENT LIMITATIONS  

 

 (9) Periodontal scaling, root planing and occlusal equilibration are limited to 8 time units 

for each service per calendar year.  

 

 (10) Periodontal surgery is limited to 4 sites per calendar year with one surgical procedure 

per site.  Reasonable and Customary expenses are payable for anaesthetic when 

required in conjunction with covered periodontal or oral surgery.   Any charges for 

facility fees or other related expenses are not covered. All requests for periodontal 

appliance coverage must be referred to the Insurance Company's dental consultant 

before being approved.  

 

 (12) Opening through a crown is not payable in conjunction with endodontic therapy.  
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 MAJOR TREATMENT COVERED SERVICES  

 

 (1) The initial provision of crowns, gold inlays or onlays, if the tooth is broken down due to 

traumatic Injury, fracture of the tooth or cusps, or where there have been very large 

areas of filling combined with decay which prevent the use of more traditional filling 

materials such as silver amalgam and plastics. Stainless steel crowns for an adult must 

fulfill the same criteria as a regular crown to be a covered benefit.  

 

 (2) Replacement of existing crowns and inlays and onlays after a period of 5 years since 

placement of the restoration and if the restoration is no longer serviceable.  

 

 (3) Initial installation of full dentures, partial removable dentures, or fixed bridgework or 

implants, if required to replace one or more natural teeth, at least one of which has been 

extracted after the effective date of the Covered Person's coverage under this benefit.  

 

 (4) Replacement of existing full dentures, partial removable dentures or fixed bridgework 

after a period of 5 years since the initial placement and if the appliance is no longer 

serviceable. Appliances will be replaced with like (similar type) appliances.  

 

 (5) Addition of teeth to existing dentures or fixed bridgework, if required to replace the 

natural tooth/teeth extracted after the effective date of the Covered Person's coverage 

under this Plan Text.  

 

 (6) Adjustments to a new partial or complete denture would be covered after the denture 

has been worn for at least 3 months.  

 

 (7) All veneer applications and porcelain or composite restorations, whether lab processed 

or not. 

 

 (8) Repairs to covered crowns and bridgework including removal and recementation. 

 

 (9) Posts, cores and retentive pins related to covered crowns and bridgework or tooth 

implantology. 
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 MAJOR TREATMENT LIMITATIONS  

 

 (1) All veneer applications and porcelain or composite restorations, whether lab processed 

or not, must be referred to the Insurance Company's dental consultant for approval.  

 

 (2) Crowns needed due to wear (attrition) and cosmetic reasons are not covered. 

 

 (3) Denture cleaning and polishing is not covered.  

 

 (4) No extra charge is payable for a crown made to fit an existing partial denture clasp, 

other than the charge for the crown itself and the extra lab charge.  

 

 (5) Services or supplies for equilibration of dentures will not be covered.  

 

 (7) Services for precision attachments, oral rehabilitation, personalization or 

characterization or any charge for both a permanent and temporary crown or prosthesis 

in excess of the eligible charge for the permanent crown or prosthesis alone will not be 

covered.  

 

 (8) No benefit will be payable for the replacement of crowns or bridges or dentures which 

are less than 5 years old. No benefits will be payable for appliances which are mislaid, 

lost or stolen.  

 

 (9) No benefit will be payable for other than metal-only (as opposed to porcelain or acrylic 

on metal) crowns or pontics, posterior to the second bicuspid tooth.  

 

 (10) No benefit will be payable for the initial installation (or addition) of prosthetic devices 

or tooth implants, unless such installation (or addition) is required primarily due to teeth 

that were lost, extracted or fractured (so that removal was necessitated) after the 

effective date of coverage for such prosthetic devices under this Plan Text.  

 

 (11) All Major Treatment Covered Services must be pre-determined as set out in the Pre-

Determination of Benefits provision. 
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 ORTHODONTIC COVERED SERVICES FOR CHILDREN  

 

 (1) Charges incurred for treatment, services and appliances used in the correction of 

malocclusion caused by dental irregularities, for dependent children under the age of 

19.  

 

 

           ORTHODONTIC LIMITATIONS  

 

 (1) For each course of orthodontic treatment, a Treatment Plan is required.  If the 

orthodontic treatment is terminated before completion, the Plan Sponsor’s obligation to 

pay benefits will cease at such termination. Should the treatment be resumed benefit 

payments for these services shall be resumed to the extent specified in the original 

Treatment Plan.  

 

 (2) Expenses incurred for any procedure which commenced before the date the Covered 

Person became covered under this benefit are not covered.  However, if this Policy 

replaces coverage for orthodontic services with another company, the Insurance 

Company may, at its discretion and subject to the submission of a Treatment Plan, 

make payment for charges incurred in respect of the completion of a course of 

orthodontic treatment which was begun prior to the effective date of coverage.  

 

 (3) The initial payment for orthodontic services claimed will be the lesser of:  

 

  (a) the initial deposit required by the practitioner, or  

 

  (b) one-third of the covered expense for the entire treatment plan.  

 

The balance of the covered expense, after the deduction of the initial payment, will be 

paid as service is rendered, (less any deductible amount, where applicable, and at the 

co-coverage percentage as specified in the Deductible Amount provision and the           

Co-Coverage Amount provision). A claim form is to be submitted after each stage of 

the treatment plan has been completed.  

 

 (4) Lost or stolen orthodontic appliances will not be replaced.  
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 No amount shall be payable under this benefit for charges: 

 

 (1) Caused directly or indirectly by any intentionally self-inflicted Injury or Sickness, 

whether sane or insane, or  

 

 (2) which are excluded under any general limitations for health insurance, or  

 

 (3) incurred as a result of any dental disease, defect or Injury arising out of or in the course 

of a Covered Person's employment, unless otherwise specifically stated in the Covered 

Services, or  

 

 (4) for procedures, appliances or restorations used to increase vertical dimension, repair or 

restore teeth damaged or worn due to attrition or vertical wear, or to restore occlusion, 

or  

 

 (5) for services which would not normally have been made but for the presence of this 

coverage or for which the Covered Person or Dependent is not legally obligated to pay, 

or for which dental care is provided or may be provided to a Covered Person without 

cost or at a nominal cost by public authorities, or under a government medical Plan, or 

accidents or diseases covered by the Workers' Compensation Act or any like statute, or  

 

 (6) for dental treatment not approved by the Canadian Dental Association or which is 

experimental in nature, or  

 

 (7) for dental care deemed to be cosmetic in nature, including bleaching of endodontically 

treated teeth, or with respect to congenital malformations or for the replacement of 

congenitally missing teeth, or  

 

 (8) for services or supplies which were necessitated either wholly or partly, directly or 

indirectly as the result of committing, attempting, or provoking an assault or criminal 

offense, or by a war or act of war (whether declared or undeclared), riot, insurrection, 

civil commotion or acts of terrorism, or  

 

 (9) for miscellaneous services such as for counselling or instruction, treatment planning, 

filling out of claim forms or predeterminations, consultations other than with 

specialists, travel, broken appointments or communication costs, or  

 

 (10) for any dental screenings or examinations required by a third party, or  

 

 (11) for services or fees which do not fulfill, within the criteria of dental practice in the 

Province or Territory in which the claimant resides, of "usual and customary" treatment 

or fees, or  
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 (12) for any additional charge for removal of sutures in connection with any dental treatment 

or for local anaesthesia, or for general anaesthesia or for "twilight" or nitrous oxide 

anaesthesia (conscious sedation) unless in conjunction with oral surgery or periodontal 

surgery, or  

 

 (13) for or in connection with orthodontic treatments, including correction of malocclusion, 

unless such treatment is specifically included in the Plan Text, or  

 

 (14) for Bacteriological Tests or Smears unless submitted with a letter of expertise from the 

Dentist explaining the treatment, or  

 

 (15) for diagnostic casts unless required for orthodontic treatment, or  

 

 (16) charges for treatment of Temporomandibular Joint Dysfunction shall not be covered.  
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In the event that a covered dental expense for any one Covered Person is likely to exceed 

$400.00, a detailed treatment plan must be submitted to the Insurance Company for 

assessment before any treatment, other than necessary emergency treatment, commences. The 

Covered Person will then be advised of the estimated amount payable by the Plan for the 

covered dental expense.  

 

This pre-determination of benefits is valid for 1 year. In order for benefits to be paid, the 

Covered Person must be eligible for coverage under this Plan Text on the date the expense is 

actually incurred.  

 

If this pre-determination is not obtained, the Insurance Company reserves the right to 

reimburse the Covered Person for the claim on the basis of the recommendations that would 

have been made if the pre-determination request had been submitted.  
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Before benefits will be payable by the Insurance Company, in any calendar year, any 

deductible amount is the responsibility of, and must be paid by, or on behalf of, the Covered 

Person.   The deductible amount will be: 

 

$25.00 single  

$50.00 family. 

 

If, while covered under this section, a Covered Person incurs a Covered Expense which 

exceeds the Deductible shown above, the company will pay benefits at the co-coverage 

percentage and based on the Fee Guide as specified in this section, in excess of this 

deductible amount, but not more than the Annual Reimbursement Maximum.  
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Any co-insurance amount which is applicable to this benefit shall be applied to any charges 

incurred by a Covered Person which are in excess of the deductible amount and would 

otherwise be payable under the terms of this Plan Text if no Co-coverage Amount provision 

existed. The co-coverage amount represents the portion of such charges and claims for which 

liability for payment shall be assumed by the Plan Sponsor in accordance with the provisions 

of this section. No part of the charges which comprise the whole or part of any one co-

coverage amount for a Covered Person shall comprise the whole or a part of any other co-

coverage amount for the Covered Person.  

 

The co-insurance amounts applicable are:  

 

Basic Treatment ........... 100% 

Major Treatment ...........  60% 

Orthodontics .................. 50% 
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The Plan Sponsor will not be liable for reimbursement in excess of $2,000.00 of eligible 

Basic Service and Major Service expenses combined for any one Covered Person incurred 

during any calendar year.  

 

The Plan Sponsor will not be liable for reimbursement in excess of $3,500.00 for Orthodontic 

coverage during the lifetime of the Dependent Child. 

 

The Plan Sponsor will not be liable for more than a pro-rata share of the services performed 

with respect to any one Covered person if such services are covered by two or more dental 

care Plans, as specified under the Co-ordination of Benefits provision.  
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No benefits for Covered Dental Expenses will be paid for expenses incurred after the earlier 

of:  

(1) termination of the Plan Text, or  

 

(2) termination of the Employee's coverage for dental benefits.  

 

The following exceptions will be made only if the treatments specified are covered under this 

Plan Text and there is no replacement dental coverage after the termination:  

 

(1) where an impression for a denture, bridge or crown was taken or root canal therapy or 

the surgical component of an implant was inserted was started prior to the termination of 

benefits, dental expenses in connection with these procedures and incurred within 30 

days of termination will be considered as incurred prior to termination, or  

 

(2) where orthodontic treatment has commenced and a treatment plan has been submitted 

in advance to the Insurance Company, dental expenses in connection with such 

treatment and incurred within 90 days of termination will be considered as incurred 

prior to termination.  

 

For the purpose of this provision, a dental charge or expense shall be deemed to have been 

incurred as of the date the procedure or service is performed.  

 

In the case of root canal therapy, crowns, dentures, implants or bridgework, which may 

require multiple appointments, the date the expense is incurred will be the date the service is 

finally completed. For dentures, implants or bridgework, this date will be the date the 

prosthetic device is installed. For crowns, this will be the date the permanent crown is 

installed.  For root canal therapy, this will be the date the canal is closed.  
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EFFECT ON BENEFITS  

 

If a person who is covered for Dental Benefits under this Plan is also covered simultaneously 

under any other Plan which provides similar benefits, the amount of benefits payable under 

this Plan for Allowable Expenses incurred during any Benefit Year shall be co-ordinated 

and/or reduced so that the benefits payable from all Plans shall not exceed 100% of the 

actual Allowable Expenses.  

 

ORDER OF BENEFIT DETERMINATION  

 

(1) If any other Plan does not contain a provision for co-ordination with or reduction of 

benefits payable under this Plan, the benefits payable under the other Plan shall be 

determined first.  

 

(2) The benefits payable under a Plan which covers the person as a Covered Person shall be 

determined before the benefits of a Plan which covers the person as a Dependent.  

 

(3) The benefits payable under a Plan which covers the person as the Dependent of an 

Employee with the earlier day and month of birth in the calendar year shall be 

determined first. If the birthdays are the same, the Plan of the Covered Person whose 

first name begins with the earlier letter in the alphabet shall be determined first.  

 

(4) If priority cannot be established in the above manner, the benefits shall be pro-rated 

between the Plans in proportion to the amounts that would have been paid under each 

Plan had there been coverage by just that Plan.  

 

(5) "Allowable Expense" shall mean, any charge actually incurred by an Employee, and 

such charge is reasonable and customary in the Employee’s Province and relates to a 

Covered Expense. It shall also mean such charge is not in excess of the maximum 

amount specified for such covered service.  

 

(6) "Plan" shall mean any means for which benefits or services for dental care are provided, 

including without limitation all insured plans, both government and private (other than 

the Government Health Insurance Plan), all uninsured Employee, union, trade, 

professional, association plans and any plan provided by any statute (including an 

automobile no fault law).  
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The term "Plan" will be construed separately with respect to each policy, contract, or other 

arrangement for benefits or services and separately with respect to that portion of any such 

policy, contract, or other arrangement which reserves the right to take the benefits or services 

of other plans into consideration.  

 

RIGHT TO RECEIVE AND RELEASE INFORMATION 

 

For the purposes of determining the applicability and implementing the terms of this 

provision or any provision of similar purpose of any other Plan, the Insurance Company may, 

with proper authorization, release to or obtain from any other Insurance Company or other 

organization or person, information with respect to any person which the Insurance Company 

deems to be necessary for such purposes. Any person claiming benefits under this Plan shall 

furnish to the Insurance Company such information as may be necessary to implement this 

provision.  

 

FACILITY OF PAYMENT  

 

Whenever payments which should have been made under this Plan in accordance with this 

provision have been made under any other Plan(s), the Insurance Company shall have the 

right, exercisable alone and in its sole discretion, to pay over to any organizations making 

such other payments, any amounts it shall determine to be warranted in order to satisfy the 

intent of this provision and amounts so paid shall be deemed to be benefits paid under this 

Plan and the Plan Sponsor shall be fully discharged from liability under this Plan.  

 

RIGHT OF RECOVERY  

 

Whenever payments have been made by the Insurance Company with respect to Allowable 

Expenses in a total amount in excess of the maximum amount of payment necessary at that 

time to satisfy the intent of this provision, the Insurance Company shall have the right to 

recover such payments, to the extent of such excess, from one or more of the following, as 

the Insurance Company shall determine:  

 

- any persons to whom the payments were made,  

- any persons for whom the payments were made,  

- any other Benefits Companies,  

- any other organizations. 
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NOTICE  

 

Written notice of a claim under this section must be given to the Insurance Company at its 

Office in Regina, within 365 days of the date of occurrence.  

 

Failure to give notice within this time shall not invalidate nor reduce any claim if it is shown 

not to have been reasonably possible to give notice and that notice was given as soon as was 

reasonably possible.  

 

 

FORMS  

 

The Insurance Company, upon receipt of notice, will furnish the forms for Proof of Loss. If 

these forms are not furnished within 30 days of the receipt of notice, it shall be deemed that 

the claimant has complied with the Proof of Loss requirements of this Plan Text when written 

proof covering the occurrence, character, and extent of loss for which a claim is made is 

submitted within the time fixed in this Plan Text for filing Proof of Loss.  

 

 

PROOF OF LOSS  

 

Written Proof of Loss must be furnished to the Insurance Company at its Office in Regina. In 

the case of a claim, proof must be furnished within 365 days from the date the Plan Sponsor 

is liable.  

 

If this Plan Text terminates or if this coverage is terminated, written proof of claim must be 

given to the Insurance Company at its Regina office within 90 days of the date of 

termination.  

 

Failure to furnish proof within this time shall not invalidate nor reduce any claim if it is 

shown not to have been reasonably possible to furnish the proof and that the proof was 

furnished as soon as was reasonably possible, but in no event shall this be more than 12 

months after becoming eligible.  
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EXTENSION OF TIME  

 

If any time limitation of this Plan Text with respect to giving notice of claim or furnishing 

Proof of Loss is less than that permitted by the law of the Province in which the covered 

Employee resides at the time of becoming covered under this Plan Text, such limitation is 

hereby extended to agree with the minimum period permitted by law.  

 

MEDICAL EXAMINATION  

 

The Insurance Company shall have the right and opportunity to conduct any investigations 

relating to applications or claims and to obtain independent medical assessments of any 

Covered Person, as often as it may reasonably require.  

 

PAYEE  

 

Any benefits payable under this Plan Text are payable to the Employee. Payment of any 

benefits for expenses incurred may be made by the Insurance Company to the Dentist or any 

other person furnishing such aid at the request of the Employee. Any payment made 

hereunder shall discharge the Plan Sponsor’s obligation with respect to the amount paid.  

 

LIMITATION OF ACTION  

 

No action or proceeding at law or in equity shall be brought against the Insurance Company 

to recover benefits payable under this Plan Text prior to the expiration of sixty (60) days after 

Proof of Loss has been filed in accordance with the requirements of this Plan Text, nor shall 

such action be brought at all unless brought:  

 

(1) where no benefits, which are the subject matter of the claim, have been paid to the 

Employee - within one year from the expiration of the time within which Proof of 

Claim is first required by the Plan Text or from the date on which the Insurance 

Company first denies the claim for benefits, whichever first occurs, or 

 

(2) where benefits have been paid under the provision under which benefits are being 

claimed - within one year of the date on which the Insurance Company terminates the 

payment of benefits under the said provision. 

 

If any time limitation of this Plan Text with respect to the bringing of an action at law or in 

equity is less than that permitted by the law of the Province in which the covered Employee 

resides at the time of becoming covered under this Plan Text, then the limitation is hereby 

extended to agree with the minimum period permitted by law.  
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THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

 

Where an Employee or Dependent, is eligible for reimbursement of incurred dental expenses 

for which a third party is, or may be, directly or indirectly, either in whole or in part legally 

liable, no expenses will be reimbursed under this Plan Text unless the Covered Person: 

 

(1) agrees to repay the Insurance Company the full amount of the expenses reimbursed 

(the "T.P.Benefits") less such amount the Insurance Company, in it's sole discretion, 

agrees to allow for legal fees, and 

 

(2) takes all steps necessary to recover from the third party the total of the T.P. expenses 

advanced or to be advanced or reimbursed under this Plan Text, including without 

limitation, directing the Covered Person's lawyer to repay the Insurance Company the 

full amount of the T.P. expenses advanced or reimbursed from any monies received 

from any judgement or settlement, and 

 

(3) when requested by the Insurance Company, enters into a Reimbursement agreement 

with the Insurance Company outlining the terms and conditions under which the T.P. 

expenses are to be repaid. 

 

 



 

 

  

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE 

 

Northern Employee Benefits Services, the Policyholder under Group Plan Text No. G. 799, issued by 

Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby accept the above mentioned Plan Text, with an Effective 

Date of June 1, 2003, notwithstanding the date of execution, in substitution for and continuation of the 

Previous Policy or Plan Text.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signed by _____________________      Signed by  _____________________  

 

 

                 _____________________                 _____________________  

                           Official Title                                               Official Title  

 

 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________                        ______________________________ 

      Authorized Signing Officer                                            Authorized Signing Officer  

 

 

 

Examined by  

 

TLL 

 



 

 

 

Co-operators Life Insurance Company Privacy Statement 

Co-operators Life Insurance Company (“Co-operators”) is committed to protecting the privacy, confidentiality, 

accuracy and security of the personal information that it collects, uses, retains and discloses in the course of 

conducting business. 
 

 



 

 

 

AMENDMENT #1 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text            

No. G.799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective June 1, 2004 as follows: 

 

Under Provision 6.1, TERMINATION OF AN EMPLOYEE’S INSURANCE, section (2), 

subsection (d) shall be deleted.  Subsection (b) shall be deleted and replaced with the 

following: 

 
 (b) (i) if an Employee ceases to be Actively Employed due to a temporary leave of               

   absence (other than a Maternity Leave, Parental Leave or Educational Leave of                

   absence) or lay-off, then the Employee may, at the Employer's election, be               

   considered as still employed, but not beyond 30 days from the date the                     

   Employee ceased to be Actively at Work as long as deposit payments are made and                        

   this Plan Text remains in force, or 

 

  (ii) if an Employee ceases to be Actively Employed due to full-time attendance at an                   

   Educational Institution, then the Employee may, at the Employer's election, be                                    

   considered as still employed, for as long as the Employee attends such institution on 

   a full-time basis but not beyond the end of the month following 2 years in which the 

   Employee cased to be Actively at Work, as long as deposit payments are made and                        

   this Plan Text remains in force. 

 

   Should an Employee be considered disabled in accordance with the terms of           

   this Policy during the approved leave of absence or lay-off, benefits will not be                           

   payable until the elimination period has been satisfied.  The elimination period will 

   commence the date the Employee was scheduled to return to work.  The income                             

   benefit payable will be based on the monthly salary in effect the day before the leave 

   of absence or lay-off commenced, or 

 

  (iii)    if an Employee ceases to be Actively Employed due to strike or lock-outs for all                      

   coverages except Weekly Indemnity and Long Term Disability, then the Employee 

   may, at the Employer's election, be considered as still employed,  but not beyond a 

   120 days from the commencement of the strike or lock-out in which the Employee 

   ceased to be Actively at Work as long as deposit payments are made and                        

   this Plan Text remains in force, or  

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Page 11, 12 (Effective June 1, 2003) 

      

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Page 11, 12 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

 

 

___________________________    ______________________________ 

    Authorized Signing Officer     Authorized Signing Officer 

Examined by                          

BLS



 

 

 

AMENDMENT # 2 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text            

No. G.799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective June 1, 2004 as follows: 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2, COVERED SERVICES, the following 

maximums shall be changed:   

- Section (4), Nursing Expenses, the maximum benefit payable for any Covered Person 

shall be increased to $10,000.  

- Section (6), Other Health Practitioner Expenses, the maximum benefit payable for 

each service shall be increased to $500. 

- Section (20), Hearing Aid, the maximum lifetime benefit shall be increased to $400. 

- Section (23), Vision Care, the maximum reimbursement shall be increased to $250 in 

any 24 consecutive months. 

- Section (24), Laser Eye Surgery, the maximum lifetime benefit for any Covered 

Person shall be increased to $1,000. 

 

 

Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E5, CO-COVERAGE AMOUNT,  the co-insurance 

amount for Major Treatment shall be increased to 60%. 

 

Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E6, ANNUAL REIMBURSEMENT MAXIMUM, the 

combined annual maximum for Basic Service and Major Service expenses shall be increased 

to $1,500. 
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___________________________    ______________________________ 

    Authorized Signing Officer     Authorized Signing Officer 
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AMENDMENT # 3 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text            

No. G.799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective June 1, 2007 as follows: 

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2, COVERED SERVICES,              

Section (16), Therapeutic Equipment, coverage for CPAP (continuous positive airway 

pressure) machines shall be added at 100% co-coverage with a maximum of $1,500 per        

60 months. 

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2, COVERED SERVICES,              

Section (18), Accidental Dental, the $500 lifetime maximum shall be deleted.  
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AMENDMENT #4 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Policyholder under Group Policy  

No. G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Policy be 

amended effective June 1, 2008 as follows: 

 

Under Provision D1.2, COVERED SERVICES, (23) Vision Care, the maximum 

reimbursement for adults shall be increased to $350.00 per 24 consecutive months and the 

maximum reimbursement for Dependent Children shall be $350.00 per 12 consecutive 

months.  

 

Under Provision D1.2, COVERED SERVICES, (24) Laser Eye Surgery, the maximum per 

Covered Person shall be increased to $1,500.00.  

 

Under Provision E6, ANNUAL REIMBURSMENT MAXIMUM, maximum reimbursement 

for Orthodontic coverage per lifetime of the Covered Person shall be $3,500.00. 
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   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  
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AMENDMENT #5 

 

Group Plan Text No. G.799 issued to NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, has been 

amended effective June 1, 2009 as follows: 

 

Under DEFINITIONS, Provision 1, the definition of “Fee Guide” has been deleted and 

replaced with the following:  

 

“Fee Guide” shall mean charges as set out in the Provincial Fee Guide for general 

practitioners and specialists as approved and published by the Provincial Dental 

Association in the Province or Territory in which the service is rendered or the charge for 

services rendered by a Denturist as stated in the Schedule of Fees published by the 

appropriate organizations in the Province or Territory in which the service is rendered.   For 

Services rendered in Alberta, “Fee Guide” shall mean the 1997 Alberta Dental Association 

fee guide, plus an inflationary adjustment as determined by The Co-operators.  

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, COVERED SERVICES, Provision D1.2, (4) 

Nursing Expenses, need to pre-determined by Co-operators Life 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, COVERED SERVICES, Provision D1.2, (10) Drug 

& Medicine Expenses, the phrase (including oral contraceptives) shall be changed to 

(including contraceptive drugs).  

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, COVERED SERVICES, Provision D1.2, (14) 

Orthopedic Shoes, shall be deleted and replaced with the following:   

 

 (14) Orthopedic Shoes:  When medically necessary and prescribed by a Physician or 

Foot Specialist, orthopedic shoes and special foot appliances which are specially 

designed and molded (fabricated) and dispensed by an orthotist, pedorthist, 

podiatrist or chiropodist, shall be covered to a maximum of $300.00 in any 24 

month period.  Expenses for Orthopedic Shoes should be pre-determined by 

Co-operators Life.  

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, COVERED SERVICES, Provision D1.2, (19) 

Laboratory, shall be deleted and replaced with the following:  

 

Coverage is provided for diagnostic laboratory and x-ray expenses when coverage is not 

available under the Covered Person’s Government Health Insurance Plan; services must be 

received in the Covered Person’s province of residence and performed by a properly 

licensed lab technician.  No benefits will be payable for services provided by a Physician or 

Specialist in the course of the private practice of medicine or received in a hospital or 

pharmacy.  

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

AMENDMENT #5 (continued) 

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS, Provision 

D2, exclusion point (2) change in gender, shall be deleted. Exclusion point (23) shall be 

deleted and replaced with the following:  

 

 (23) charges for any method of contraception other than contraceptive drugs.  

 

Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E1.1, the paragraph explaining the dental Fee 

Guide shall be deleted and replaced with the following:  

 

 Any benefits payable under this section shall be subject to the reasonable and customary 

charges (as determined by the Insurance Company and according to the current Fee Guide 

for general practitioners and specialists) where the service is rendered.   

 

 

Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E1.1, the paragraph (below) following the Dental 

Fee Guide explanation, shall be deleted, as it no longer applies:  

 

 In the case of emergency services performed outside of the Territory or Province in which a 

Covered Person resides, reimbursement will be made only if an itemized receipt is obtained 

from the Dentist and presented to the Insurance Company.  

 

Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E1.1, LIMITED DENTAL COVERAGE FOR 

LATE APPLICANTS, the maximum benefit has been increased to $250 per Covered 

Person for the first 12 months of coverage.   

 

Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E1.2, BASIC TREATMENT LIMITATIONS, 

point # (4) shall be deleted and replaced with the following:  

 

(4) Pit and Fissure Sealants are covered for Dependent Children under age 14 year of age.  

 

 Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E1.2, BASIC TREATMENT LIMITATIONS, 

point # (10) shall be deleted and replaced with the following:  

 

 (10) Periodontal surgery is limited to 4 sites per calendar year with one surgical procedure 

per site.  Reasonable and Customary expenses are payable for anaesthetic when 

required in conjunction with covered periodontal or oral surgery.   Any charges for 

facility fees or other related expenses are not covered. All requests for periodontal 

appliance coverage must be referred to the Insurance Company's dental consultant 

before being approved.  



 

 

 

 

AMENDMENT #5 (continued) 

 

 

Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E1.3, MAJOR TREATMENT COVERED 

SERVICES, under point # (3) coverage for tooth implants shall be added as follows:  

 

 (3) Initial installation of full dentures, partial removable dentures, or fixed bridgework or 

implants, if required to replace one or more natural teeth, at least one of which has 

been extracted after the effective date of the Covered Person's coverage under this 

benefit.  

 

Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E6, REIMBURSEMENT MAXIMUM, the annual 

maximum for Basic and Major Dental Services combines shall be increased to $2,000, as 

follows:  

 

The Plan Sponsor will not be liable for reimbursement in excess of $2,000.00 of eligible 

Basic Service and Major Service expenses combined for any one Covered Person incurred 

during any calendar year.  

 

 

 

 

 

As a result of these changes, this Plan Text has been rewritten effective June 1, 2009.  
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AMENDMENT #6 

 

Group Plan Text No. G.799 issued to NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, has been amended 

effective June 1, 2009 as follows: 

 

 

Under Provision 6.1, TERMINATION OF AN EMPLOYEE’S INSURANCE, section (3), the 

termination age for Emergency Out-of-Country expenses shall be added. 

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2, COVERED SERVICES, section (10), Drug 

& Medicine Expenses, anti-smoking agents shall be deleted from the paragraph outlining 

excluded expenses.  

   

 

Under DENTAL BENEFITS, Provision E1.2, BASIC TREATMENT, BASIC TREATMENT 

COVERED SERVICES, section (10) shall be amended to include the maximum of once in a 36 

month period for relining, rebasing and repairing of removable dentures.  
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AMENDMENT #7 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Policyholder under Group Policy  

No. G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Policy be 

amended effective June 1, 2010 as follows: 

 

 

 
Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2, COVERED SERVICES, section (20), Hearing 

Aid, the maximum benefit shall be changed to $1,000 per 5 years. 
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AMENDMENT #8  

 

Group Plan Text No. G.799 issued to the Plan Sponsor NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 

SERVICES, by Co-operators Life Insurance Company has been amended effective January 1, 2011 as 

follows: 

 

Under Provision 1, DEFINITIONS, “Plan Administrator” shall be added as follows: 

 

“Plan Administrator” shall mean the Plan Sponsor, Northern Employee Benefits Services. 

 

Under Provision 3.1, EFFECTIVE DATE OF AN EMPLOYEE’S COVERAGE shall be deleted 

and replaced with the following: 

 

The coverage of an eligible Employee shall take effect the later of: 

 

1) on the date of becoming eligible as determined under the Eligibility of an Employee provision, 

provided premiums are paid and the Employee is Actively at Work on that date, as per the 

administration guidelines set forth by the Plan Administrator, or 

 

2)  in cases where evidence of insurability is required, on the later of the date Co-operators Life 

approved the health evidence application, or the date the Employee is Actively at Work after such 

approval. 

 

Under Provision 3.1, EFFECTIVE DATE OF A DEPENDENT’S COVERAGE shall be deleted 

and replaced with the following: 

 

Provided the appropriate premium is paid, benefits for a Dependent shall take effect the later of: 

 

(1)  on the date of becoming eligible as determined under the Eligibility of a Dependent provision, as 

per the administration guidelines set forth by the Plan Administrator, or  

 

(2)  on the date the evidence of insurability is approved if evidence of insurability was required for the 

Employee's Dependents. 

 

If any Dependent is confined in an Approved Hospital or Convalescent Hospital on the date 

insurance would have become effective, Extended Health Care coverage will not become effective 

until the Dependent ceases to be confined.  This does not apply to a Dependent Child born after the 

effective date of the Employee’s coverage.  

 



 

Amendment #8  Page 2 

 

If the confined Dependent was covered under a Previous Policy, the Dependent will be covered for 

the lesser of the Extended Health Care coverage available under this Policy or the Previous Policy, 

until the Dependent ceases to be confined.   
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AMENDMENT #9  

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text  

No. G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective June 1, 2011 as follows: 

 
Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2, COVERED SERVICES, section (6), Other 

Health Practitioner Expenses, Audiologist, Nutritionist and Dietician shall be added.  

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2, COVERED SERVICES, section (16), 

Therapeutic Equipment, the co-coverage level shall be changed from 50% to 100%.  
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AMENDMENT #10 rewrite 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text  

No. G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective June 1, 2011 as follows: 

 

Under Provision 1, DEFINITIONS, a definition of “Compassionate Leave” shall be added as 

follows: 

  "Compassionate Leave" shall mean a leave of absence allowed under the applicable 

Provincial or Territorial Labour Standards Act to care for a family member (as defined in 

the law) who has a serious medical condition which has significant risk of death within the 

period specified by the law.  

 
Under Provision 6.1, TERMINATION OF AN EMPLOYEE’S COVERAGE, subsection (c), 

Compassionate Leave shall be added.  

 

Under DENTAL CARE, Provision E1.2, BASIC TREATMENT, BASIC TREATMENT COVERED 

SERVICES, subsection (1) shall be replaced with the following:  

   Routine examinations, cleaning of the teeth (up to and including 2 time units of polishing) 

and 2 cavity revealing X-Rays (Bite-Wings) are covered twice in a 12 consecutive month 

period.  Fluoride application to the teeth of children (up to the age of 21) is covered twice in a 

12 consecutive month period.  Fluoride application for adults is covered once every 12 

consecutive months.  Specific oral examinations and emergency examinations are not 

unlimited. If these services are used within the same 6 month period as a routine or an initial 

examination, the Dentist may be required to submit an explanatory note regarding the 

repeating of the examination.  

 

Under DENTAL CARE, Provision E1.2, BASIC TREATMENT, BASIC TREATMENT COVERED 

SERVICES, subsection (2) shall be replaced with the following:  

  A complete dental examination is covered once with any one particular Dentist, and once in a 

36 consecutive month period if the Dentist is changed.  

 

Under DENTAL CARE, Provision E1.2, BASIC TREATMENT, BASIC TREATMENT COVERED 

SERVICES, subsection (3) shall be replaced with the following:  

  Full mouth, or complete series X-Rays covered once in a 24 consecutive month period.  

 

Under DENTAL CARE, Provision E1.2, BASIC TREATMENT, BASIC TREATMENT COVERED 

SERVICES, subsection (10) shall be replaced with the following:  

 Relining, rebasing, and repairing of removable dentures covered once in a 36 consecutive 

month period. 

 

Under DENTAL CARE, Provision E1.2, BASIC TREATMENT, BASIC TREATMENT COVERED 

SERVICES, subsection (16) shall be replaced with the following:  

  Oral hygiene instruction once in a 12 consecutive month period. 

 

Under DENTAL CARE, Provision E1.2, BASIC TREATMENT, BASIC TREATMENT 

LIMITATIONS, subsection (1) shall be replaced with the following:  

 Full mouth series of radiographs and panoramic films are considered the same for the 

purpose of this Plan Text. Either, but not both, will be allowed once in a 24 

consecutive month period. 
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AMENDMENT  #11  

 

Group Plan Text No. G.799, issued to NORTHERN EMPLOYEES BENEFITS SERVICES by  

Co-operators Life Insurance Company, shall be amended effective February 1, 2012 as follows: 

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE BENEFITS, the following changes have been:  

 
(1) Emergency Out of Canada Expenses, Travel Benefits Plus has been added. 

 

(6)   Other Health Practitioner Expenses, coverage has been added for the services of the 

following practitioners:  

• Social Worker (expenses combined with Psychologist maximum)   

 

(11) Diabetic Supplies, coverage has been added for the supplies related to insulin infusion 

pumps.   

 

(13)   Devices, coverage has been added for the following:  

 

 - compression garments to treat burns.  

 - graduated compression hose, to a maximum of 2 pair per year.  

 - food substitutes that must be administered through a tube feeding process. Tube feeding 

pumps and pump sets are also covered.  

 

(16)  Therapeutic Equipment, coverage has been added for insulin infusion pumps. 

 

(17)  Prosthetics, coverage has been added for prosthetic socks, to a maximum of 5 pair per 

year.    

 

(23) Under Vision Care Benefits, coverage has been added for eyeglasses or contact 

lenses that are required following eye surgery, subject to the Vision Care 

maximum.      
 

CANCELLED PAGE(S): Page 20, 21, 23, 24, 25 (Effective June 1, 2011) 

      

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S): Page 20, 21, 23, 24, 25 

      

ADDITIONAL PAGE(S): Pages, 20a, 20b, 23a  

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

Examined by   

TLL 



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #12 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Policyholder under Group Policy No. 

G.799 issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Policy be amended 

effective June 1, 2012 as follows: 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE BENEFITS, Provision D1.2 COVERED SERVICES, (6) 

Other Health Practitioner Expenses the following shall be amended: 

 Osteopath/Chiropractor/Podiatrist – combined maximum of $750 

 Physiotherapist/Massage Therapist – combined maximum of $750  

 Speech Therapist/Audiologist – combined maximum of $750 

 Nutritionist/Dietician – combined maximum of $750  

 Licensed Councillor shall be added and Psychologist/Social Worker/Licensed Councillor 

shall have a combined maximum of $750     

 Acupuncturist shall be added and Naturopath/Acupuncturist shall have a combined 

maximum of $750   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Page 21 (Effective February 1, 2012) 

      

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Page 21 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

 

 

 

Examined by  

 

TLL 



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #13 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text No. 

G.799 issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective February 1, 2012 as follows: 

 

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE BENEFITS, Provision D1.2 COVERED SERVICES, 

Travel Benefits Plus shall be deleted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Pages 20, 20a and 20b (Effective February 1, 2012) 

      

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Pages 20, 20a and 20b 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

 

 

 

Examined by  

 

LMT 
 

 



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #14 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFIT SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text No.  

G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective September 1, 2012 as follows: 

 

Under Provision 6.1, TERMINATION OF AN EMPLOYEE’S INSURANCE, the following 

shall be added to (3)(a):  

 

The Employee’s resignation will not be accepted without written approval  

from the Policyholder during the first 24 months of Total Disability.   

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Page 11 (Effective June 1, 2011) 

      

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Page 11 

      

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

  

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

 

  

Examined by  

 

LMT 

 



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #15 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text No. 

G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective December 1, 2014 as follows: 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2 COVERED SERVICES, (10) Drug & 

Medicine Expenses shall be amended from Reimbursement Drug Plan to Pay-Direct Card 

Plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Page 22 (Effective June 1, 2011) 

 

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Page 22 

 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

  

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

 

Examined by TDM



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #16 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text No. 

G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective February 1, 2015 as follows: 

 

Provision D5, RISK MANAGEMENT shall be removed in its entirety. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Page 32 (Effective June 1, 2011) 

 

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Page 32 

 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

  

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

 

Examined by TDM 



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #17 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text No. 

G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective September 1, 2015 as follows: 

 

Under Provision 2.1, ELIGIBILITY OF AN EMPLOYEE: 

 

➢ (3) shall be amended to remove the first day of the month eligibility requirement. 

➢ (5) shall be added as follows: 

 

  (5) Each Employee not eligible under (1), (2), (3) or (4) shall be eligible for Extended 

Health Care under this Policy on the first day of regular employment and shall be 

eligible for Dental Benefits on the first day following six months of regular 

employment, provided the Employee is Actively at Work on that date and has not 

attained the age of 70.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Page 7 (Effective June 1, 2011) 

 

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Page 7 

 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

  

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

 

Examined by BLB 



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #18 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text No. 

G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective June 1, 2016 as follows: 

 

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2 COVERED SERVICES, (10) Drug & 

Medicine Expenses, the following shall be added:  

 Reasonable and Customary Charges for prescription drug expenses will be limited to the 

lowest priced generic equivalent.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Page 22 (Effective December 1, 2014) 

 

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Page 22 

 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

  

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

Examined by LMT 



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #19 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text No. 

G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective June 1, 2016 as follows: 

 

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2 COVERED SERVICES, (10) Drug & 

Medicine Expenses, the following shall be deleted:  

 Reasonable and Customary Charges for prescription drug expenses will be limited to the 

lowest priced generic equivalent.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Page 22 (Effective June 1, 2016) 

 

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Page 22 

 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

  

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

Examined by BLB 

 



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #20 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text No. 

G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective August 1, 2016 as follows: 

 

 

 

Under EXTENDED HEALTH CARE, Provision D1.2 COVERED SERVICES, (10) Drug & 

Medicine Expenses, the following shall be added:  

 Charges for prescription drug expenses will be limited to the lowest priced generic 

equivalent.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  Page 22 (Effective June 1, 2016) 

 

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  Page 22 

 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

  

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

Examined by BLB 

 

 



 

  

  

 

AMENDMENT #21 

 

NORTHERN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SERVICES, the Plan Sponsor under Group Plan Text No. 

G. 799, issued by Co-operators Life Insurance Company, hereby requests that the Plan Text be 

amended effective June 1, 2017 as follows: 

 

 

TRAVEL BENEFITS PLUS shall be added.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCELLED PAGE(S):  All Pages 

 

REPLACEMENT PAGE(S):  All Pages 

 

 

 

 

Approved by CO-OPERATORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
 

 

 

  

 

_______________________________ _______________________________  

   Authorized Signing Officer Authorized Signing Officer  

 

Examined by LMT 

 

 

 


